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ormandyfamily of
27 escape·house fire
~

ANNA MARIE CURRAN
News Editor

Years of research reveal
traces of ice on the Moon
See Science & Health, page 6

'The Invention of lying'
short of laughts
See Film, page 19

Around. midnight on
Friday, Sept. 25, there was
a fire at a house east of the
University of Missouri-St.
Louis campus, on Florissant
Rd. Living in the house was
Martha Hightower and 27
of her family members-15
adults and 13 children~all
of whom made it our of the
house safely.
Hightower said that the
family had lost everything
in the fire and did not know
what they were going to do
or where they were going to

stay. The Hig~tower family
has lived in the same house
for over. three decades,
Hightower said.
"The Hightowers have
lived in this house for 35
years," Hightower said. u1
was raised here, all of my
kids (were] raised here. I
have 7 kids, phls 4 other
kids that I take care of. This
is all the kids know."
The St. Louis Fire Department and local Red
Cross .chapter have helped
out tremendously, Hightower said.

See FIRE, page 5
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Big man shows sOlm e talent
Won' Woo Hong rocks the Pilot House at this years Big Man on Campus competition Wednesday. Matt Bono

Overdue mascot will be nveiled ill 291
~

JOHN DUNN
Staff Writer

Phipps: Cookin' with Glenn
Beck
See Opinions, page 23
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The University of Missouri-St. Louis tritOn emblem has served the studentS
and staff since the River-'
men and Riverwomen were
washed away approximately
t\vo years ago.
Tritons can be found on
the merchandise and official
sportswear of the university,
painted on the walkways
around campus and is considered a symbol representative of UM-St. Louis and its
student body.

However, while the Triton to develop a symbolic mas- rwne finished -by the stan of
symbol is representative of cot for UM-St. Louis, and the second semester," Flana- .
the university, UM-St. Louis in the summer of this year, gan sala. Many students exstill does no't have an offlcial Lori Flanagan, Athletic Di- pressed that they feel a masmascot. SLU has their Bil- rector, was given the respon- cot would be an important
lik~n-an elf-and Mizzou sibility for the development . addition to' UM-St. -Louis.
students have their 'Tiger, of a new UM-St. Louis mas- NIitchell Brothers; senior,
just as numerous other uni- cot for sporting events ~d business administration said
versities around the country to represent the university that he feels a mascof would
are represented by some type further afield. Th~ mascot is give UM-St. Louis deeper
of character. These mascots "in the final stages of devel- meanirig.
"I think a school mascot
represent the student body opment," Flanagan said ..
at sporting events allover the
She also explained that is important," said Brothers.
country, bur UM-St. Louis the costume will be ready by "It shows that your school'
students have no character' the stan of the next semester. means something. ' I think
to represent them.
. "The plan now is to have whatever they do decide for
It has been one year since .the final approval on the our university it should be
.a committee was delegated company design of the cos- unique and represent us."
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Brethers said that he also
feels frustrated with the CUfrent Triton symbol and that
the definition of a triton is
often unapparent.
"You don't even see it
used that much and I think
a lot of people don't really even know who or what Triton is " Brothers saj-d.
Alexis Designoue, gradu-ate, business administration
and marketing agreed that
it is important for UM-St.
Louis t~ develop a re€Ognlz:able mascot.

See I\dASCOT, page 5
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Nursing, ptometry coll~ges ulan for new building
~
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MARK WEBBER

the best of a non-ideal situation,"
Dean Julie Sebastian of
The College of Nurs- The College of Nursing
ing and the College of Op- points to the ~pidly grO'wing
tometry at the University of need for nurses and health1Y1issouri-St. Louis are col- care as a role in the decision
laborating to construct a new for the building plan.
'''This will make it possible .
building on campus. The
building will be used as aca- for u-s to expand our capacdemic space for both colleges. ity even more as the need
Dr. Larry Davis, Dean of for more nurses increases in
The College of Optomerry, the future," Sebastian said.
believes that the building has "Some of this increase is bebeen needed since The Col- cause the population is aging
lege of Optometry was origi- and needs more health care,'
and another reason is that
nally founded in 1980.
"The plan was to house us the growth in technology
in l\.1arillac Hall on a tempo- , in health care requires ' more
highly educated nurses."
rary basis, with the realization
uHealth care reform, what,that a protessional school has
unique needs for a dedicated ever form it might take, will
health care facility," Davis likely mean an even greater
said. "Almost 30 years later , increase in the needs for
'you can see that we're still nurses because more people
here, and have certainly made will be able to obtain care."
Staff Writer

'lv))) ·
The Current is the student newspaper at the University of Missouri~
St. Louis, printing weekly through the fall and spring semesters on
Mondays. Advertising rates are available upon request; terms, conditions/ and restrictions apply. The Current, financed in part by student activities fees, is not an. official publication of UM-St. Louis. The
University is not responsible for the content of The Current and/or
its policies. All materials contained in each printed and online issue
are property of The Current and may not be reprinted, reused, or
reproduced without the prior, expressed' and written consent of The
Current.
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climate as students . must
learn not only to work with
other health professions, but
to work differently as teams ,
so that they can be more effective in responding' to patients' health care concerns. <
"The parmership with the
College of Nursing brings opportunities for our students
:to collaborate more· directly
with other health professions,
.as well as the possibility of
offering a wider range of prim;uy care services to our patients,'''' Davis said.
Dean Dayis believes that
visibility 'of such a facility
on Narural Bridge Road will
, bring new recognition to the
health care offerings on campus and will generate new
awareness of the entire uniYersio/ community.

See BUILDING, page 26

System hiring freeze to ·continu"e
businesses, Paul Heithaus,
Director of Human Resources for' the University of MisWith
repons floating souri - St. Louis, said "the
around about the recession university relies on state revending, something that is enues for much, of its fund- '
still with US is the Univer- ing."
sity of Missouri system's hir"During an economic
ing freeze. Last November, . do-w nrurn, it has less control
during the beginning of the over ilie impact of the down~
_ economic troubles, all of the . rum on its funding sources," ,
university system's prospec- Heithaus said. "However, saltive e'mployment waS put to ary expense is a big part ' of
a halr·.
the -cost ofrlinning any busiThis fJ;eeze was part of an ness, particularly labor-intenoverall plan to adapt the uni- sive b~sinesses such as higher
versities' financial resources education. Any business will
to the changing times. Bud- ~ carefully monitor its hiring
get restrictions on such things practices to ensure that oriIy
as traveling expenses, copy hiring [which is] essential to
services and even "business the successful continuation
meals ' arid refreshments for of me business occurs during
meetings involving university difficult financial times."
employees only" were also inHei thaus noted that all
cluded.
positions, whether they are
Being expose9 to the same fa~ulty, staff or student, have
economic threats as other been frozen and that there
~

AARON HOLDMEYER

Staff Writer

MCMA

Sebastian said.
Davis went on to say that
it was "obviously a very logical p_armership." Davis and
Sebastian worked on. the
project's vision together.
"Dean Sebastian and I
have forged a collaborative '
"ision together that we think
will serve our students, patients and community in synergistic fashion," Davis said.
Both schools hope that
'the new building will provide
the contemporary academic
space necessary . to compete
effectively for top faculty
members and srudents in all
programs .. Also, the schools
hope to provide new opportunities for inter-professional'
learning between nursing
srudents and optometry students. The schools believe '
that the new building is essential in today's health care

does not seem to be a lot of
resistance to this, even though
they are adversely affected.
He also said that President
Forsee has "dearly- expressed
his concern" regarding the financial situation of the UM
- System. Now almoSt a year
later these re.str~tions are still
present but the unive~sity
seems ·to have adjusted accordingly.
Curtis C. Coonrod, Vice
Provost for Studeht Affairs,
finds that people in the divi~ion have been really good
about trying to figure what
their most- critical needs are.
, As for the freeze effecting .
Student Affairs, ' he said, "we
are trying to be saategic."
Christopher D~es, reference librarian, finds that th~
staff of the' library has ieaIiy
stepped up and picked up the
duties left open by the freeze.
"We've been very foftU-

nate," Dames said. "If I had
three people quit in a week,
we'd be in trouble, but that is
like that even without a hiring freeze."
Dames also ' noted that
they were given a special exception because of a death in
their department. Heithaus
explained that excep.tions are
made if "tile position is critical to the campUs mission
relative to student . learning,.
research, serVice or economic
development; or it must be a
replacement without which a
department cannot continue
to operate effeCtively." However, the prOcess of posting ' a
job is lengthy .as the depart. mem has to receive ' the ap,proval from the provost and
vice chancellors. The chancellor is the last to approve the
replacement hire.

See FREEZE, page 26
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Licensing income for UMsystem hits all time high at $10 million
The licensing income for next five years for licensing
University of Missouri-St. income.
Louis's technology transfer
Forsee has also moved
program has reached an all more funds to the technology
time high of $10 million, the transfer programs even while
St. Louis Business Journal departments in other areas
said.
are being forced to downsize.
President of the Univer- President Forsee has added
sity of Missouri system, Gary the new position of a "tech
Forsee, said that he intends to liaison" at each campus in '
reach an even greater goal in . the UM system, the St. Louis
the future.
Business Journal said.
,Forsee said that he has a
Anth~ny
Harris, hired.
goal of $50 million over the by the UM system on July

5, 2009 11J1( ~urrrnt J 3

SGAMEETING lIN BRIEF
1, works as a profi ional
to "provide marketing services for medical devices and
technologies developed on
its four campuses." The tech
transfer office is seeking to ·
make the addition of "marketing professionals" in other
fields (such as life science and
engineering) in order to create even more opportunity
for potential licensing deals,
the St. Louis Business Journal
said.

UMSL invites students, faculty and staff to meet first candidate for UMSL (10
Thursday, The Search of chief information officer! Managemen t
Information
Comminee for the Chief I~ associate vice chancellor for Systems, or infonnatics; three
formation Officer/Associate information technology." Ac- years of experience in a senior
Vice Chancellor for Infor- cording ' to the invitation information technology m~
mation Technology held an posted on the UM - St. Louis agement posmon; "suong
open meeting with a candi- website, the candidate chosen communication skills" and
date for the recently vacated for the position is expected a "demonstrated ' record of
CIO position. The position to "manage both people and delivering outstanding IT
was vacated last year by Jim , fiscal resources effectively" as systems, client services, and
Tom.
well as help lead in. the uni- management information soThe meeting was held in versity's overall strategic plan lutions."
Lucas Hail, room 100 from of developing funding strateThe invitation said that
3 p.m. to 4 p.m. and was gies and policies. The person applications would be acopen to all faculty, staff and selected will also be required cepted until Aug. 21 or until
students.
the position was filled.
to °oversee the policies of the
The candidate was Dr.
information technology de\Vhile Lyall was the first
James Lyall, who was the first partment.
candidate to be given an
to respond to the invitation
Additional requirements open meeting with faculty,
set forth by University of Mis- for the position are: a mini- staff and students, there may
souri - St. Louis in July for mum of a master's degree in . be more in the next couple of
"applicantS for the position either Computer Science, months.

•

A new age~da with minimal changes was adopted.

Announcements:
• Megan Hill announced Martin Luther King Day of Service for the second year.
• Alpha Xi Delta announced their "Autism Speaks Walk.
• PanAmerica announced their Anime event at J.c. Penney (Oct. 3).
II

c·

President Grace Marie Ritter's report:
• Asked organizations to submit their calendar requ'ests.
• Reminded organizations of "The Big Event."
• Announced "Snacks with SGA", Monday at 2:30 p.m.
Vice Presldent Greg Meyer's Report:
.
• Announced that "Volunteer Services" won the float competition.
• Reminded organizations of the "Greeks vs. Romans" Football game.
• Discussed success with this year's homecoming.
• Announced a committee meeting soon to come up.
Comptroller Dan Rosner:
• Explained budget.
• Announced that applications are still being accepted for t~e Student Affairs
budget committee.
.
Matt Bono, from student court
• Announced' that University of Missouri-St. Louis has given out fewer parking
tickets this year.
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, Now that we've asked you,
it's your turn to as,k us!

St tsh
UNDERCURRENT

lvww.thecurrentonline.com thecurrent@umsl.edu ,

by Michelle Kaufman

POLL

In light of the recent di~covery of a second Iranian nuclear facility,
Are you worried about Iran becomming a nuclear power?
"Only afraid because
they are unwilling to
cooperate. Having
nuclear power is not
as import(Jnt as what
you do with it."
La' Ondrill Brown
Senior
French

Alida Taylor ,
Junior
Accounting
"Worried that they
might get worse
but not that they'll
become a nuclear
power." •

How do you feel about digital textbooks?

•
•

"Yes and no. Yes
because you never
know how prepared
we are really are. NOt
because with recent
travisties I e{<pect
our goverment to be
more aware about
whats going on."

t

Stephen Ordway
Freshman

Physics

Physics

Answer at
www.thecurren tonline.com

C I ELINE
September 26, 2009' Stealing Under $500.00 - Lot KK
'
Sometime between 6:30 PM and 10:30, PM person(s) unknown broke into two vehicles
parked on Lot KK on the South Campus. Both vehicles had a window busted out, and one ,
victim repQrted that a GPS unit was stolen from inside. The other vehiCle only had damage,
and nothing else was taken . There are no suspects-in these incidents.

VERBATI

.-~~--.

"Maybe this looks better to you
at noon, but at 6 in the morning
the only thing"you can do is think
of every terrible thing you've
done in your entire life,"
-David Letterman

,..~.-;",.

,' ~~il

._~ . . ,j6~~
.~

. 4 -~

I'll stili stick with the
hardback version

This w eek:
covert and we've
caught them in
the past."

Ellie Ordway
Senior

Just another scheme
by book publishers

How do you feel about the
Olympics not being
in Chicago?

"No. They're not very

t

It's a great way to lower
my carbon footprint

"For the life of me, I can't understand why I was involved in such '
pointless activity."
-Michael Vick
on dog fighting

"There's a joke out now that
says the main value of the Cash
for Clunkers program may be
that we'll get a lot of cars with
Obama stickers off the road."
~Tim Pawlenty
Minnesota Governor

III assure you that there won't be '
any war in the future."
-Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
President of Iran

'-TuesdaYJSEPTEMBER 29, 2009

..

September 29 , 2009 Stealing Under $500.00 - Clark Hall
At about 5:10PM on 9-22-09 the victim lef:t his cell phone on a bench outside of Clark Hall
and went to class. When he realized he left it, he went back and it was gone. Th~ victim
indicated that whoever has the phone now has vie~ed some-'C).filis pictures and had been
text messaging his girlfriend. The victim delayed in reportir:tg the inciqent and contacted his
cell phone service provider instead. , After receiving the text messages he decided to make a
report The UMSL Police Department has identified the person Who sent the text messages.
This investigation is ongQing.
.
September 29, 2009 Stealing Under $500.00 - Millennium Student Ce,nt'er
Between 3:00 PM and 3:30 PM person(s) unknown stole the Victim's cell phone. The
victim stated that he got up and left his cell phone on a table, when he went back it was
gone. There are no suspects in this incident.

october 2, 2009 Property Damage-Parking Lot W - South Campus
Between 9-24-09 and 10-02-09 person(s) unknown caused .damage to the rear bumper and
- spoiler of the vi~im's vehicle. The damaged area has numerous scraic-hes and minor paint
chips. There are no suspects in this incident.
.
:.!.. . • .

'

I~

Remember that crime prevention ~s a community effort. Anyone with infor.mation ,concerning these, or any other incidents should contact the Campus
Police. Please report any suspicious pe<?ple or activity to theUMSL Campus
Police immediately by calling 911 If it is an emergency, or 314-516-5155 .
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MASCOT, from page 1

Chancellor delive-rs State
of University address
fun ding for B ntOl1- tadler
has been a pri ri ty for the
university fi r 15 years, acrdi ng - to th chan ellor.
H ld in the J.e Penne C n f rence Center o n The university i still s k~ dnesd' y
as the annual in $ 2 . - m ill ion in fu ndln
tate of the Uni rsity Ad- to expand and r novat th
dre . Sim ilar to (h ta 'e of hall . ''I'm still optimisti ,"
the Union ddre s deliv red
eorge said of th project.
Faculty and staff in the audience are recognized for outstaT1d. to ongress deliy red by the
C urrently, M- t. Loui
ing service to the university..
.
pr si nt each year, the t te state funding for fiscal , ear
of d University Addr s is 2009 is $6 1 million, st ying
del iv~r d by the Chan ell r
the same fro m th previou
ear_ Alrho ugh n ationally
to update the campus.
Ch?pcellor
Thomas m any uni er-iries 10 t fundGorge spoke of the uni er- ing as the ec nomy ell,
sity's accomplishments since funding tayed the am at
his last address to campus,
I-Sf. Lo.ui~
as. well as the goals and chal- compr m i
UM-Sy tern Pr 1
lenges that lie in UM-S t.
Louis' future. After men- Forsee in which the univer itioning the substantial n - ty promi ed to freez tuition.
cv rtheless the d lan lrollment increase this fai l a
20 % increase in full-time Iar said that M - t. oui
stud ri. rs and 5% increase in "still had to do curs" and
transfer cudent resulting in "i probabJy nor LIt of the
a to tal f 15.800 students at v 00 . yet."
Brandon, Ashley, Benjamin and Daniel Dixon perform music by
ccor ing to Ge rge, th
the Univers 'cy of Mi ow-iTchaikovsky at ednesday's address.
t. Louis
he said , -, ur university i' .. reraring for
challenge i in the re tentiun a rough year ahead." Ont:
of the students.' In rder to example r 1 r are preparing
fa that -halleng an exter- is th rough (he promi nenr
nal ommirree was formed fundraisi ng mmpaign alled
nd will present recomrru:n- "Gateway for Gr ames ' "
that he spoke of in th addations th roughout th year.
1he -haneellor also poke dress.
of a "Master Plan" that " ill
The Gare\~'a) for Gre (be ubmitt d t cur:ltCrs in nes eampai n, despi the
D ec mber. The Master P lan reee sia n, h Iped UM-St.
will i el ude new I cations Lo ui set a fund rai ing refor proposed building proj- cord chis year. $ _ million
ects in the business school
has been raised by the camnursing and optometlY, the paign since 2005 and so far
Mercantile Library and at in the 2009 fiscal year, the
PHOTOS BY JENNIFER MEAHAN I THE CURRENT
Grand Center downtown .. campaign raised $28 milChancellor Tom George gives his State of The University AdThe Grand Center, a~co rd lion, ByJuly 2012, the goal dress in the JC Penny Conference Center.
ing to the chancellor, is a is to raise $100 million; a
mere 45-minute · bike ride number that the chance llor to attendants before showing Provost and Vice Chancellor
from campus .
for Academic Affairs, Glen
fully expects will be met and the video.
The Grand Center is surpassed.
Additionally, the event Cope, said ' to the audience, ...
where the KWMU ·sta·should
The chancellor actually . rec6gnized reClpients of ' "Wow! I think
tion will be located after its ended his address with a vid- the Chancellor's Award -for give the.m another round of
.
move, along with arts and eo' abo ut the campaign fea- Excellence . . Pr~duding th~ applause."
The recipients of the
communication. rooms. The tilrl ng UM-Sc Louis alumni announcment \vas amusiMercantile Library plan in- such as George Paz', CEO cal perfo rmance from four Chancellors A\vard for Exdud the further expansi on of Express Scripts, . who, sibling students-Brandon, cellence were Hung-"Gay
of th library's extensive col- along with his wife Melissa, Ashley, Benjamin and Dan- Fung, . Keith Stine, David '
donated $500,000 to the .iel Dixon-who 'performed ] . Griesedieck, . Tanil<<! L ·
lections .
Not to be forgotten how- campaign ~lon e. "The stars Qliartet No. 1 in D Major Busch, Lana J. Vierdag and
Melvin Starkey. Each were
ever are the Benton-Stadler of Gateway for Greamess are by Pyorr llie:h Tchaikovsky.
After the performance, presented ~th a plaque.
projects. Obtaining state UMSL alums," George said
~

JESSICA KEl l
Editor-in-Chief

,*

..
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"1 think with a good masill have to wai .until _after
cot the university would be the Christmas break for the
able to market itself bet- .- unveiling of theJinal" costume
ter and· would make a lot of the mascot. The date is set
of money in merchandis- for JanuaJ} 22 which coincides with M- St. Louis' an. ing." Designoue said.
UM-Sr. Louis students nual Pack The Stands ev n r.

FIRE, from page 1
The St. Louis Fire OepartfI!ent had paid for .rhe fafuil
to stay at a Comfort Inn for
the first night after the fire,
and then the Red Cross paid
for the Hightowe.rs to sta at
Qual{ Inn for the eekend.
Rebecca HightOwer, Martha Highto er's sister, lived
in the house with her family
'as well. Rebecc3. said that she
fdt she had lost something
besides 'ust a house.
"It's just a ad tragedy,
that's all, Rebecca H.ightower said. "All our memories
are here, it s the anI thing we
have left from our mama besides '" the memories in am
hearts aiid in our mind."
Rebecca's t~ther, Earlean
Hightower, still lived at the
house with hi daughters and
cl eiI famili Re e a said.
Although the am.ily had not
In n ag
to salvage any of
d if po essions, . h said h
w
glad that ev ryon ha 1
go tten o ut -afely an that

nobody had e n in jur
in
the pr c s . Sh a.l a sai fhat
strangers hav be n dr pi ng
off donations of food ot[1ing and more n the lavvn f
the hou e inee the ·fir
ccuned.
The HightO\ er family is
still unsure how the fire was
·starred. Ear!ean . Hight w r
said that he felt the house ;vas
a small loss that the famil
· s~ffe red compared to w·har
could have happ ned.
"As long as aU f rhe kids
· got out of ther an nobody
done gOt hw-t," b rlean
· Hightower said to th e news
station KSD K. "I told them,
to hell , -irh the hous ."
. If he had the moner and
res.our s. I
vnul
impl r bui ld the house where it
us t rand.
F r u w. Earlean Hightower aid that the Ho usin a
Resource C nt r has
ad
arr~ng m nts fo r th > Hightower fumil . at < hot 1.

CORRECTIONS
The Current regrdS that so rnetim~s in
iicfltion we make mistak~. What we do
our mistakes. Please let us know of an)' .,'ftC'/:la~U-'thi
be 'm ade.
On 'p age 19 of the Sept. 2 issue, in th~
students and facultythri eat niver-si t), '-' u_
Center," the Child Care Developm ent C~nt{tt correctly named as. Linda Navin Q[ Linda LaVl'fll-P"tofl'e
. name is actually Lynn Navin.
.
To report any corrections, please contact The Cu rren t at 3 j 4516-5174 or e-mail us at thecurrenttips@u7frL.eCtu. You caN also
stop by our offices located at 388 MiL[en71ium tudent Cent r.
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Years of research reveal traces of ice, water on moon
.

,

~

SARAH HILL
Staff Writer

Fifteen years of space investigation has lead to confirmation that ice exists on
the moon's surface. The Indian Space Research Program
participated with NASA and
the European Space Agency
in verifying the presence of
the ice. India's first spacecraft, the Chandrayaan-1,
was launched in October of
last y~ar, carrying some of
the temperature and texturedetection devices which became vital to the location of
the water particulates.
One of the devi ces contained in the Chandrayaan-1
is NASA's Moon !\.1ineralogy
Mapper (! 3) . According
to reports fro m A A , the
1\13 located water molecLlle
wh ile flying over and analYLing the moon's surface.

The M3 is a highly spe- landing, the LRO concurcialized spectrometer which rently maps the temperarure
maps t~mperature varia- deviations on the surface of
tion both on and under the the moon.
moon's surface, covering the
Reports from the LRO
visible and infra-red ranges distingui~hed the presence
of light.
"
of ice in the darkened areas
Simultaneously, the M3 of the moon. The lunar poles
tOok 261 ' pictures of the were specifically analyzed due
moo~'s surface covering an
to the continuous shadow in
this region.
eight kilometer square . NASA's goal is' to expand
Due to its sensitive lens,
the spectrometer retrieves the presence of humans bethermal and geological in- yond Earth by establishing
terpretations of the moon's coionies on the Moon and
surface, This ' is pivotal for dockiI).g stations for eX"tended
detecting the lower, water- , mISSIOns.
induced temperatures of the
It is NASA's hard work
moon.
dating back to the ClemenAnother spacecraft accom- tine mission of 1994. Clementine flew around the
panying th Chandrayaan-l
as it fl ies around the moon moon, analyzing surface data
is NAS 's Lunar R o nn is- and detecting the po~ ible I sance Orbiter. Set for a one- cations of ice.
year mission aim ed at det~ct o· Paul Spudis," a resident
ing hospitable place -on the scientist over the 1 9 CI m oo n's exterior for future mentine launch, referred to

the moon as "the most valuable piece of real estate in the
solar system." Perhaps the
substantiation of its presence '
has heightened its.price ip. the
galactic economy.
Although the' profitable
lunar ice has been validated,
colonization will require effort. It is. not readily available
and must be extracted.
Large quantities of lunar
soil will be utilized in order to
collea rather small amounts
of water in each process.
Extracting the ice clusters and hydroxyl molecules
is possible, but it will be te- dious.
One real possible benefit
of the work will be a more
suitable place to colonize.
Extended space missions \:\.'111
also bc;nefit since the hydroxI molecules in the soil can
be split and convened into
rocket fuel.
<

.,

IIUSTRATION BY ZACHARY JAMES KRAFT

Swine Flu vacci ecou be available as soon as n xt week
the cities listed although Sr. cine to students at no charge, quently than DNA viruses,""
Louis was not.
through the Department of , Marc Spingola, affiliated as"As of October 1, Missouri Health, once the vaccine be- sistant professor of biology,
There is some encouraging is one of the states that [has]
comes available to them.
said.
news from the Centers for ordered the vaccine. It should
Several companies are
.Sping~la usually teaches
Disease Control and Preven- arrive sometime next week," making the vaccine.
virology at the unive~ity, and
tion on novel H INI influ- Nordlund said.
"The four manufacttires will in Spring semester.
enza A virus, or swine flu,
Although it will arrive are Novartis, ' MedImmune
"So "that presents a chalvaccine.
soon, the vaccine will be dis- (FluMist), CSL Biotherapies lenge to producing a vaccine
"The vaccine against novel tributed according to priori- and Sanofi Pasteur," Nord- if the virus is always changHI N 1 will actually become ties set by the CDC.
lund said.
, ing." Spingola said. "As its geAccording to CDC webavailable in sqme states as
Producing a flu vaccine nome changes, the antigens
soon as next Tuesday," Kris- . site, the priorities are preg- has some challenges and change, [therefore] they can
ten Nordlund, press assistant, nant women, people caring there is a need to produce a evade the immune system,
Division of Media Relations, 'for young children, health- new vaccine , every year for and make vaccines worthCenters for Disease Control care workers, persons be- . seasonal Bu.
less:"
tween ages of 6 months and
"Some viruses have a geand Prevention, said.
Antigens are the proteins
Nordlund ' supplied a list 24 years old, and people with nome made'out of DNA and or other substances on the viof 21 states and four cities chronic health disorders or some have a genome made rus'" surface the immune systhat will receive H1N1 flu compromised immune sys- of out of RNA. Influenza A tem recognizes in triggering
tems.
vaccine on Tuesday.
has a genome made out of an immune response.
While Illinois and MisThe campus Health, Well- RNA instead of DNA. RNA
The seasonal flu shot does
, soud were not among those - ness, & Counseling Services viruses are prone to changing 'n ot protect ag.tinsr HINl.
states, ' Chicago waS one of plans to offer the HINI vac- tPeir genome much more fre- This strain presented some '
~

CATE MARQUIS

A&E Editor

extra challenges.
"There are different strains
of flu viruses, and to make
a vaccine against flu virus,
they inject a live virus into
embryou"ated chicken eggs.
It replicates in the ,chicken
eggs; after there is a sufficient
quantity of virus in the eggs, .
they harvest the virus ' and
inactivate it, and use that inactivated virus as the vaccine .
There are a couple other steps .
involved as well," Spingola
said.
.

testing centers for the new '
vaccine and safety concerns
seemed minimal.
-~'HINI 2009 monovalent
vaccine was FDA approved
for children over 6 months
and adults Jor this fall after
... clinical trials demonstrated that one dose for persons
10 years and older, and two
doses for children under 10
years, were well tolerated and
induc;ed , imm~e responses
that are expected to be protecUve,"
Robert
Belshe,
"The HI N 1 does not seem M.D., director of Saint Louis
to grow as rapidly or as efE.- Univer..sity's Center for Vacciently as seasonal°·strains or cine Development, said.
flu," he said.
"Vaccine may become
This last faCt led· to some . available in some parts of th""e
concerns about d~ays in the country as early as next week.
availability of vaccine against Our studies continue inspeHINI flu.
cial populations including
St. Louis was one of the pregnant_~omeh ~"
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cade. In 2007 there ,vas hope
that, it might actually come
to fruition when ex-governor
Matt Blui1t signed a senate
bill that promised the school
$28.5 million to. do so.
However, this funding was
cut by governor Jay Ni..xon
in June when the general
economic sta~us of the state
nose-dived.
The university board of
curators ,,yrote a scathing
letter to Nixon concerning
school bLidget cuts.
'We find reports that
higher education and the
University of Missouri are
once again being considered
as
place to make budget
cuts on previously committed capital projects very troubling."
Nixon believes that he had
no other choice in the matter and made an encouraging
statement regarding school
renovation projects. ,
"These are projects that

a

MlCHELLE KAUFMAN/ THE CURRENT

• ~ JOE SCHAFFNER
Staff Writer

Rusted metal sheets are
scattered throughout the upper Boors of Benton-Stadler

Hall, adding extra clutter to
the peculiar warehouse aesthedc of the science building.
Unused water and gas
pipes make their home in
classrooms, creating poten-

dally explosive situations. A
renovation is desperately
needed.
This renovation has been a
goal at the University of Missouri - St. Louis for over a de-

we need to find a way to get pay back the debt service.
done."
.
The Ul\1 - System trea- '
In July, hope was renewed sury could not be reached
when the UM - System is- for comment concerning the
sued a bill accepting $332 disregard for the long-antici- .
m.illion in state debt for ' , pated Benton-Stadle~ project.
building construction on
Only $35 million in grant
campuses throughout the money is going to critical
state. However, the Benton- repairs and renovations, and
Stadler renovation project th~ revitalization of Bentonwas not mcluded in the bond. Stadler's outdated classrooms
"When students pay good and laboratories falls into this
money to go to school here category. This project, alone
we want to provide ' them is estimated to cost $31.5
with a suitable environment million.
Students remain hopeful
to learn in, and for the professors to teach," Dr. Spilling, that the renovation of Benchemistry and bio-chemistry ton-Stadler will happen.
chair, said.
. The last major building
The reason the ' Benton- project at UM - St. Louis
Stadler renovation was passed was the !vlillenniwn Student
over for a grant is probably Center, and that was comdue to the nature of the proj- pleted back i~ 2000. Since
ect. The majority of construc- then, tuition alone has intio~ plans being gi~en grants creased by over $100 per
are residence halls.
credit hour.
Since rent will generate_
revenue, these buildings will
See STADLER, page 9
be better equipped to help

Evolving AIDS research, s"earching for possible vaccines
~

SARAH HILL
Staff Writer

Thailand's National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases completed a .' two
year, double-blind AlDS vaccine trial on almost 16,500
Thai .participants. Aimed to
prevent AlDS infection, the
ALVAC-AlDSVAX vaccine
was a fusion of two precursory vaccines.
ALVAC, which is SanofiPastueur's vaccine for canary
pox, acts as a catalyst for
building immunity and cell
defense.
It was used in HIV trials

with the goal that the vaccine
would lock Onto HN cells,
ceasing their ability to spread
further through the body.
Its partner AlDSVAX, distributed by Global Solutions
for Infectious Diseases, was
aimed to assist in. the production of antibodies which
could neutralize the Southeast Asian strains of HIV.
. Both vaccines failed III
their singular trials, but the ':
NIAID scientists hoped the
combination would provide
more positive results.
.
ALVAC-AlDSVAX was
administe,red to half of the

remainder received a placeho III the ALVAC-AlDSVAX
group, the minimal differvaccine.
Both groups received in- ence of 23 possible successes
structions for safe sexual did not support further inpractices after administration vestment in the vaccination.
of the vaccine and remained
Attempts towards more
unger watch of the research- successful vaccines continers for the following 24 ue to be made by scientists
months.
throughout the world as
Analysis of data from the AlDS simultaneously evades
completed study led the NI- destruction.
AlD scientists to a marginCleverly
and
fiercely
ally positive, yet unimpres- adapting themselves, HIV
sive conclusion. 74 members strains illustrate the wisdom
of the placebo group and 51
of age.
Earlier estimates pegged
members of vaccine group
b~came. infected with HIV
the virus at approximately
during the study. Although . 15 million years old, but refewer infections occurred cent
mapping has

revealed a longer lifespan.
Oxford University scientists discovered what appears
to be an ancestral form of the
HN virus within the codes of
' the two-toed sloth's genome.
This discovery adds roughly 85 million years onto the
disease's age. Prior Oxford
research located similar viral
records inscribed
the fossil genomes of rabbits and
lemurs as well.
With the additional discovery in the sloth genom~,
the scientists now preswne
that the virus has actually
been slaughtering mammals
since they first came into ex-

in:.

istence.
Discoveries revealing the
approximate age of HN assist scientists in understanding its evolution, thereby
increasing the probability for
successful vaccines.
Yet the viral warmonger
remains an enigma. As theearth's human population increases, a dark sort of balance
is created by the eyolvingmi~
crobial universe.
Population control on this'
level forces hwnans to fight
for the rig~lt to su~ve. Otherwise, the microbial warriors
could lead the world to its
demise.
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UM-St. Louis professor discovers ancient Greek palace

. Climate change
.discussed in Copenhagen
-. CATE MARQUIS
A&E Editor

The Copenhagen Conference, officially the 15'th
Conference of the Parties to
me United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, is an international meeting on glo.bal
climate change intended to
craft a ne" agreement to repia the limited and expiring 199 Kyoto Pr tocoL
The U . . conference is
ch ul d fo De ember
7- 18 in Co en! a.g n , Denn ark. Delegations fr m
19~ countries ar exp ned
co an nd.
Ene
en 'ironm'ental
and -onornic is. ue· will
L n tht: table:. ~'hik the

political specuum now,
because Kyoto - was the
developed versus developing dichotomy, and that
is not the case now with
China and India," Osborne
said, noting that India and
Ch~na are "really pushing
coal as their main energy source."
While _skeptics remain,
most of the world accepts
the wealth of scientific
information
supporting
global climate change ac~
cordin g to Doug La.dd,
a bioi gist .. "\ ith the i
n ue
on rvancy.
a
eaker at the U 1· - t.
. Louis ourse "G lob 1 clim,Ue ~hange" being h >Ii
at tht.: Sr. Louis Zoo. L dd

cired a \ ell-knO\\ n 'I t1 1 - 0
it.. ' co c" goinf; back ,
~ rs.

Il

"Ill l.
j 1 ~. ,.1-

lous: Isn't it evc rr . g ad sru
dent's dre-am?
TC:Hasll't most of A1l-

cient Greece already been
discovered? If so, does this
make y our find even more
rare?
Me: Actually, it has
not. Major discoveries have
not happened since the
1950s, and there is a lot that
still awaits discovery. The true
value of our find is that in our

War-· nd our site was one
of the state capitals to draw
a gross p' allel using modern
term ), Its impo rtance fo r
Greek hisrory is that for the
first time we can study the
processes that led to the unification or forceful integration of independent polities
to create a state-'-the process
of state formation in ancient
Greece.
We knew about the site

d

i ,

~un t~lr

i lin:.. ...1r. I6,_cl.l'r .if Ill[' 1 1 -:)0nlVlh" 01· • I _1t'11l I tr'_' ::l...
1LJlll) BC tlJ I" 1I'm Lh Ilr'll
7he em 'Pllt: Did YOIl "( u",j .. -t"eder;ll <;(are. nle
ever dJ't!flm of this while - cemr.lllfederal capital was th
pi ce of Nesror- one of the
studying?
Michael
Cosmupo- tamous heroes of the Trojan

wi ~ rluqu.ni,n
n h .ri' ~ _I:" \\ cr

,- 1I

i J ill-

ri .'( mdl·

0',1

-pine; and
the . eI~rn 'm
o( my . . lcr.. nlis pi.C t .~l:a n
we founJ a hUnl:ln skull juSt
30l:m under the su rface [oil
the ground, in a plac where
we had not expected to h nd
' anything, It belonged to - a
12-15 yeq.r old woman who
suffered from hyperplasia (a
condition caused by severe
physical stress)~what was
her' s~ory? . Why is . she lalci
there?
TC: Are you usi1!g this as
a teaching tool?
MC: Actually, the Stu_dy
in. Greece pr~grams are our
initiative through the en...·11

th<.:r~ i.

lip I, _'

l!Wo.l. ·'

c ntur.' Am~ri
i, 11( r i-n1 red in tim~ ,lI1d spa e rr )n1
previ us s\)l.:i 'ries. In t~cr, it .
part of
same culam I ontin uum. Greece is at the root
of this continuum and srud .ing,Greece can heip us understand better our own world .
This is f r tWo reasons:
first, because the Greeks laid
the foundations for mall) of
the structures of our-worldfrom medicine to law to ~ci
ence-and second, becaU:se
for the first time they tried
to ' understand our humanity.
What makes us human and
how we can be happy in life.

me

1 I lL
o ill c. In part"i ,ui< r rhis ( uncry," Dr,
r ri~k 0 b me -e unve
Dh'(!ct r of
'X-'hiU1ey R.

me

Harris

rLd Ecology C

\1 -

r.lli n."

1 .Ult em:our.lgeJ b·
barna'-, fonhr ighrness in

tcf, at U iversity of N1istircring the coun tr la[ this
souri - St. Louis. said.
is som thing we ha"e r
~ inc Kyoto developing
d al with and that he w '
countries China and India enter with a p sttive s n
have m oved into the "develf r spol15ibill
at Cooped category:
penhagen ". I am encour. '''In fact, China is now aged · by that," Dr. Patricia
a bigger greenhouse emit- Parker, Des Lee Professor of
ter than theU _S. is, over Zoological Studie~ at UM
the latest couple of years/' - St. Louis and Senior SciOsbor~e said, although he . - entist at the St. Louis Zoo,
noted that was overall; not sald, stri.king a hopeful nq:te
per capita. .
.about U.S. participation.
"They. now have to be
big players, to change the
See COPEN'HAGEN, page 9
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Health tip

Greenland losing ice, new study suggests

Cold season is coming, and a host of viruses along with it
~

JEN O'HARA
Staff Writer

Over 35 million people in
the United States are infected with influenza each cold
and flu season. Flu season is
typically labeled during the
months from November ro
March.
With November right
around the corner, staying
healthy should soon be entering the minds of everyone.
Maintaining a healthy lifestyle can be hard during any
season.
However, winter holds
larger challenges. 1his year,
seasonal and HINI influenza
are expected ro be the most
problematic in the United
States. Also, respirarory illness s in children are prevailing.
During the colder monm.s
of the year, germ are more
abundant. \Vhile orne belie e otherwise it is ecause
during the winter, socie ty
is generally c nfined to indoors. This means more huddling, more touching of the
same objects, and more being
sneezed or coughed on.
For this reason, experts
suggest the biggest prevention
for catching colds and viruses
is to wash hands frequently.

"Make sure you have good
hand hygiene, first of all,"
Stephanie Koenig, Manager
of Infection Prevention at
Christian Hospital said.
"It's very, very important.
You don't know how sick the
person was that touched the
items before you. Keep some
of the alcohol gel in your
purse or pocket. They come
small enough that it's easy to,
you know, carry around with
you ... and use [it] frequently
so that you are protecting
yourself against germs ."
According to a nati nwide
Harris Interactive poll in
2005 91 % of adults claimed
they
hed their hands after
using the reStroom.
O nly 83% actually
washed their hands, after obse(\ati on. This means Ollt
ten people at school, there
is a high ch ance th at [WO of
those ten are not washing
their hands after usi ng the
resuoom.
"I would acivi others to
wash their hands before every
m a] and aft r going ro the
bathroom," Stephanie Taylor,
sophomore, social work said.
Other methods of keeping
a healthy lifestyle during cold
and flu season include getting yearly flu shots, spraying
door handles, toys and door-
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knobs throughout the home
with disinfectant spray, and
take vitamins regularly.
Students offer advice as
well, in addition to hand
washing.
"Use
common
sense,
[and] don't drink after other
people" Jennifer Noel, freshman, social work.
In addition, Taylor suggested keeping warm during
the colder months as well.
About 800 Americans die
every year from hypothermia
uTake vitamin C and bundle
up on cold days," Ta lor said.
If unlucky enough t catch
a cold during these times,
take proper reps to recover.
If ick, sta. ho me as not to
infe t an. one els .
Take m dicin st y warm
and drink p len ty o f fluids.
If living or no t Jj ing on
ampus
rh
University's
Hea.lth . ld ~ Uness Cli nic
w lcom rhos with ill nesses. '
'The clinic do s not harge
fo r asses mem and consultation, and mostservices are free.
'ill difficult as it is to stay
healthy it's so worth it because having to skip school
and them make up work is
no fun," Kate Rehagen, junior, theater and dance, said.

COPENHAGEN, from page 8
Both Osborne and Parker feel that an agreement is essential at Copenhagen.
"I think it is absolutely critical; it is absolutely critical to get people together, and to get all
hands on the table and agree. As long as we are all holding our, hoping we can use the reluctance
of other countries to take no action ourselves, it will never change ... the problem will never
reverse. I think this is the chance that we've got to get everyone together-including the United
States-for the first time, and I just hope it works," Parker said.
"But I am reasonably encouraged because the European Union is doing a great deal now and
they will push things forward," Osborne said.

STADLER, from page 7
Problems in the classroom are purely mechanical.
The teaching staff in the science department is still top notch, but when faced with faulty
equipment, doing their job becomes difficult.
"The labs are beginning to show their age; it's getting pretty bad," Dr. Spilling said.

Check us out on the Web. Now.
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JOHN DUNN
Staff Writer

on the environment.
1his rise is particularly
alarming for researchers in
Greenland-as it is a relatively smaller glacier and is
therefore more unstableand has been recorded to
travel up to 30 meters per
day.

A recent study of the water surrounding the Arctic
and Greenland's ice caps has
revealed rising temperatures,
which scientists believe is
contributing to the rate of
glacial melt in the region.
Glaciers, huge blocks of
ice that occur in areas of
permafrost and above the
snowline, weigh hundreds
of thousands of tons. They
have huge kinetic energy
and potential to change oUI
environment by their gradual movement and variations
in density.
Many valley'S that we see
today were carved by the
huge force of moving gla100
ciers after the last ice age
50
20,00 ye-.us ago.
In a time when man's
impact on the environment
and climate is under scrudny scientists use the waterhed created by the 'easonal
mel ting ice as a yardstick to
measure the affect of climate
change and global 'NJ.Iming
using satellite photographs.
Higher average air temperatures mean that more
ice tha'ws after winter, rising sea levels as the snowmelt runs into the sea. This
has been a steady indicator
of climate change for some
time.
Global sea levels have
The warm water flows unbeen rising on average three
millimeters a year since derneath the glaciers causing
them to melt and acts as a
1993.
Now the Gulf Stream lubricant, meaning they can
waters that are expected to Bow in to the sea easier.
be the cause behind high"The melting of the
er temperatures found in Greenland ice cap will reGreenland's waters are caus- lease a huge amount of fresh
ing new problems.
water into the North AtlanThe US National Ocean- tic; the last time this hapic and Atmospheric Admin- pened it sent Northern Euistration has recently shown rope back into an ice age for
a one-degree Fahrenheit several thousand years. [An
increase in the world ocean . environmental event of,this
surface temperature for the scale] would cause untold
June through August period, catastrophic affects globalthe warmest summer tem- ly," Patrick Shanon-Hughes,
peratures on record in nearly an ' environmental science
three decades, and the kind student at the University of
of mass change that can only Maine, said.
The new scientist finds
be explained by taking into
account mankind's impact that the ice cap in Greenland

has enough water stored
within it to raise global sea
levels by six meters, a volume that would cause increased chance of flooding
worldwide and would prove
devastating to low-lying arable farmland.
The effect on the lives of

o

wildlife at the poles is also
under great threat by not
only the change in sea temperatures and levels, but also
by the loss of ice that many
animals depend on.
University of Missouri St. Louis students may not
see the immediate effects
of lee melting thousands of
miles away today, but that
does not mean they are not
aware of it.
"I feel like I need to make
a difference to my impact on
climate change. I am worried about the future and
think people should make
more of an effort to reduce
their carbon footprint,"
Gerry Xin, junior, international business, said.
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Modest men doing verywell, quietly Women's soccer thus far
~

~

MATTHEW B. HENRY

ANTHONY PADGETI
Asst. Sports Editor

Staff Writer

At the University of
Missouri-St. Louis, there is
something quietly taking
place within the athletic department this fall. The men's
soccer team has on overall record of 4-4-2 after 11 games.
Their team record for all of
2008 was 6- 10-2.
"The team is in really good
physical shape and I thought
they came back prepared
to strive to improve on last
year's record," head coach
Dan King said in an interview during two-a-days in
August.
To verifY King's statement
about the team being in really good physical shape, juSt
Kyle Wogtech, junior, nursing, races to kick the ball.
look at the goals-per-period
The nwnbers seem to three assists.
a<l ~ !our in
~ the sec- . b-'""". li that out, as several Tri"I started off slow," McKton ' players are putting up enna said. "1 lost a starting
impresslve scoring numbers spot. I feel a lor more comcompared to their number of fortable coming ofF the bench
shoratterripts. T\-vo such play- and I'm more prodlJ-ctive.
ers are_l -idfielder Chris Clar- I'm creating chances, getting
' or: - accounting, and goals., and setting people up."
lex Agne, junior,
Another statistical area
that points our\ vh y this team
~.!'t~f1-'r',~~p.l.,U'-1:~tions. Thg are
tred for the team lead in goals is succeeding are saves per
scored with three apiece.
game. There are 29 in the first
Ag~e, who has scored his half and 32 in the second half
three goals in eight shot
with one save in overtime petempts, leads the team with a riods one and two.
.375 shots percentage. ClarUM-Sr. Louis goalkeepkin, who has scored his three ers, Tim Boruff, sophomore,
goals on [line shot attempts, accounting, and Adam Gie-:. is second on the team with segh, junior, accounting,
a .333 shot percentage. An- have made 61 saves this sea. ~th:r .kel' X~ctor has been the son, while their opponents
impr..oved 'play of McKenna, ,only have 41.
wllo' leadS the team in over.all poirits, with two goals and -See MODEST MEN page 12

at-

senior players. There is
no replacement for experience," Lessentine said.
\X'ith their large senior class,
the time for the team to succeed is' now.
Although dIe reanl has an
overall losing record in the
Great Lakes Valley Confer- ence, dlere is still plenty of
time to climb the rankings
and make a comeback. The
team still has seven games
left on the schedule.
Of the seven games, five
in a row are at home from
OCL 7 to Oct. 20, at"1d the
other two a,re away games.
For the Trimns to make a
playoff run, it will be key for
them to beat these GLVC

teams and ascend the rankings, as only the top eight
teams make the GLVC playoffs at the end of the year.
The second half of the
season will test the Tritons as
only two of the seven teams
they will be playing have a
losing record. There will be
a much clearer picture of
the post-season possibilities
for the team after their five
game home stand.
Caitlin Farrow, senior,
international business, is a
forward for the team and
currently leads. the team in
shots and shots on goal with
27 and 15, respectively.

The
women's
soccer
team at the University of
Mis50uri-Sr. Louis recently
passed the halfway point.
Their 2009 season has a total of 17 games and 10 have
already been played. The
team's record right now is
2-7-1.
The team is rebounding
from last season when their
head coach quit right before
that season starred and was
replaced with Tom Champion, who had no intentions
of remrning for this season.
These off-field distracSee SOCCER page 12
tions resulted in the team
having a 6-11-1 record last
year. But, with Bobby Lessemine as the brand new
head coach of the team,
the Tritons are looking to
bounce back.
Coach Lessentine is coming off an amazing season
from last year with Rhodes
College when he led them to
their first conference title in
17 years.
During his four-year tenure at Rhodes College, his
record as head coach was an
astounding 50-17-8.
Lessentine said he believes the Tritons can still
make the playoffs this year.
One reason for his optimism
is the number of quality senior players on the team .
"[The main strength of
this team] is senior leadership from our eight seniors,"
Lessentine said.
It is "difficult to replace Kari Schelich, sophomore, nursing, kicks off against the Hawks.

MEtfS SO(:CER

oct '09 '
Otf12

MARYVI LLE*
at Upper Iowa

DON DALLAS FIELD
Fayette, Iowa

7:30 pm
1:00 pm

Oct. 09
Oct. 10

DON DALLAS FIELD
DON DALLAS FIELD

7:30 pm
5:00 pm

Oct. 5-6
Oct. 12-13

WOMENJS SOCCER
Oct. 07
Oct. 09

WASHU
MARYVILLE

DRURY
RQCKHURST

ST. LOUIS, MQ
ST. LOUIS, MO

7:00 pm
3:00 pm

MENJS GOLF
UMSL TRITON INVITE
at Lewis Fall Classic

MADISON, ILL
(Prairie Bluff GC) Lockport, III.
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First Ii ecan be the charm, second time, it's all work
portant for her pOSItIOn,
middle-blocker, because you
have to be really strong and
University of Missouri-St. quick, and she's improved in
Louis middle hitter, Weslie both areas."
Gaff, sophomore, is one of
High praise from the
the most imposing figures coach for Gaff, ....rho last year
in all of Great Lakes Valley received the honors of being
Conference volleyball.
'named the GLVC Freshman
The 6' 1 Gaff recently be- of the Year and the American
came the GLVC leader in Volleyball Coaches Midw s t
total blocks (78) and' solo Region Freshman of the Year. ~
blocks (23) on the season,
Most athletes are tested in
and is a major reason why some manner so as to evaluUM-St. Louis was tied for ate them against their peers
second place with a 12-6 re- or to judge improvement
cord heading into last week- from one point to another.
end's play.
According to Jones, in volle:'"The biggest thing for ball one standard is vertical
Weslie is she is tremendously leaping ability, or how high
stronger than she was last they can reach.
She touches about nine
year as a freshman," head
Triton volleyball coach Trent feet ten inches, off a threeJODes said. "That's really im- step approach at the net,"
~

MAITHEW B. HENRY

Staff Writer

C

Jones said. "So she's about
two feet above the net and
that's what we look for., We
want kids to .contact the ball
high above the net, because
they can then hit' it over
blocks, and the angle of hit- .
ting the ball into the court is
greater."
Even at 6' 1 Gaff considers herself "a little short" for
her' position, and believes her
leaping ability helps,her vertical reach. Jones agreed.
"She's a great middle~locker (with) tremendous
leaping abili ty' Jones Sd..id.
"She's a really good side-out
middle, \vhicl?- means ·when
we're receiving serve and she
gets the set, there is a really
good chance she will get the
kill there."
Gw' started playing vol-

Yolleyball gets win at UWP
~

CEDRIC WILLIAMS
Sports Editor

The University of Missouri-St. Louis women's volleyball team might be setting
some kind of record for exciting matches this season.
Even when the Tritons,
do not play their best, they
still seem to somehow make
a match exciting, and it has
been that way all season. That
is what happened in' both of
UM-St. Louis's matches last
weekend.
On Friday night the Tritons didn't play well, but
still managed to take No. 13
Lewis University to five s~ts
before finally succurribing
three sets to tw~ in a match
at Neil Carey Arena in Romeoville, Ill.
Then, on 'Saturday, UMSt. Louis was absolutely
dominant in the first two sets,
then dreadful in the middle
sets; before finally putting
away
Wisconsin-Parkside,

three sets to two, in a match
at the DeSimone Gymnasium in Kei-lOsha, Wis.
Outside hitter Erin Higgins, sophomore, early childhood education, played her
best two matches as a Triton
in those two contests. Friday
night, Higgins had a careerbest 16 kills with five hit errors in the loss to Lewis. Then
on Saturday, she topped herself, posting a match-high 17
kills with only four hit errors.
Setter Kayla Kinzinger, junior, education, directed the
UM-St. Louis offense~with
43 assists ag;Unst Lewis, and
51 against UWP While the
best Hbero in the conference,
Caroiy~, Holstein, junior,
business, led the defensive
effqrt with 32 digs on Friday
and 25 on Saturday.
The 1-1 weekend gives the
Tritons a 13-7 record on the
season, and leaves them in a
four-way tie for fourth place
in the, GLVC, with Drury,

Rockhurst, and Southern Indiana. All four teams' have a
4-2 conference record.
UM-St. Louis will get its
chance to grab sole possession of fourth place, or maybe
even move up in the standings this week, when it will
host home matches against
Drury and Rockhurst.
The Drury match will
be Friday night at the Mark
Twain building at 7 p.m.
The Panthers are 12-6 on the
season, and are coming off a
loss to second place Northern
Kentucky last Saturday.
The quick Triton homestand will conclude .saturday
when rival Rockhurst comes
to visi t the Mark Twa1n build..:
ing at 3 p.m. The Hawks had
won four matches in a row,
until they lost to Northern
Kentucky on Friday. But
Rockhurst got back on the
winning track Saturday, wi th
a three games to none sweep
over 10th place Bellarmine.

Ieyball as a youngster, but got
into the game more seriously
when she began to outgrow
some of her other favorite activities.
"I started out dancing and
playing volleyball; ' Gaff said,
"but when I starred getting
taller, I kinda JUSt stuck with
yoUeyball. I just really liked
it."
Gaffs rrallllllg routine
during the summer-where
she obtained r this improvement over last season-\vas
put tugether by Jones. It included lifting weights for 4 5
.ininutes--either upper body
or 100vCT body-and then
runnin'g 20 minutes on an
elliptical or 15 minutes of
sprints.
Another aspect of her
training is playing club vol-

leyball for Illini Elite. It is a
member of the Junior Volleyball Directors Association
where teams trayel .all over
and compete for the U.S.
Volleyball Championships.
\X'hen asked what she
thinks of Coach Jones: <CHe~
a great guy," Gaff said. "He's
really personable, he' really
cares about his girls a lot, and
tries to make things best for
them and puts in a lot of extra time [for them].
Gaff is also, one of - the
more than 30 U M-St. Lows
athletes who are members
of the Pierre Laclede Honors College. Nb ,dumb jocks
here.
When asked if there is
something she wants UM-St.
Louis students faculty and
staff to know: "Volleyball is

COURTESY OF UMSL
SPORTS INFORMATION

an exCiting spon to ""atch,"
Gaff said. "TheIe is always
so~ething going on. Like it
is' so much fun to watch a
bunch of girls, v:e cheer all
the time and help each other
all the time ... and we're having such success and I want
other people to see that.':

CHECK US OUT ONLINE AT
WWW.THECURRENTONLINE.COM
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MEN'S SOCCER
Team
Drury
N. Kentucky
Rockhurst
Quincy
UW- Parkside
Lewis
Bellarmine
Missouri 5&T
Saint Joseph's
UM-St. Louis
S. Indiana
!ndianapolis
Ky. Wesleyan
Maryville
III. Springfield

GLVC

W OM EN'S SOCCER

Overall
(W-L-T)

Team

.0lt1:Il
8-0-0
6-2--0
6-2-0
5-2-1
5-2-2
6-3-0
5-3-0
4-3-1
3-3-2

11-0-0
9-2-1
·8-4
6-4-2
9-2-2
7-3-1
7-3-1
4-4-1
6-4-2

3-4-2

4-5-2

3-6-0
2-5-1
1-7-1
0-7-10
0-8-10

3-7-1
4-5-2
4-9-1
0-10-1
1-9-1

7-1
Drury
Indianapolis
7-1
7-1
Quincy
6-2
N. Kentucky
6-2
Bellarmine
5-2-1
Rockhurst
UW-Parkside 5-3-1
4-4-1
S. Indiana
Missouri 5&T 4-4-0
3-4-·1
Maryville
3-6-0
Ky. Wesleyan
UM-St. Louis 2-6-1
1-7-1
Lewis
III. Springfield
0-9
Saint Joseph's 0-8

GLVC
(W-L-T)

. Overall
(W-L-T)

10-2-0
10,-2-0
9-3-0
9-2-0
8-2-0
6-4-1
6-3-2
·5-6-2
4-5-1
4-6-1
6-6-1
2-7-1- -

2-8-2
2-9
1- to

UMSL Alumn signs with pro hockey Ieagu~
The stranger then ex- ptogram.
ending Lindenwood's sevenplaine;d
that
he
was
a
scout
Most
inline
hockey
exyear
streak was unbelievable."
Sports Editor
for a team in the ltali~ In- pens thought Tallo would
Tallo's performance in the
Ceddie says '" Sometimes line Hockey League.
choose Lindenwood.
national title game, where he
After all, Lindenwood has had a hand in all five UM-St.
lif~ is crazy in a good way.
That's right, the league is
I came to this realization
in Italy--.a.s in Rome, Venice, had the No. 1 inline hockey Louis goals, might be what
. last week after having a con- the Vatican, and the leaning program in the COWltry for caught Civitecchia's eye.
versation with former Uni- tOwer of Pisa. That funny several years and has won sevPirati Civitecchia is one
versity of Missouri-St. Louis looking country on the map, eral nationai championships, of the best defensive teams
student and standout inline that's shaped like a OOot- but Tallo ('sent shockwaves" in the Italian Inline Hockey
hockey player Pl. Tallo.
Italy.
through the inline hockey L~oue.
Pro inUne hockey is a very world when he enrolled in
They finished in eighth
Maybe you know Tallo,
but even if you don't, I'm sure big deal in Europe-'--much UM-$t. Louis in late summer place last season, and were
you've seen him around cam- more so than here in Ameri- 2007.
hoping that signing one of
pus before.
ca-and the Italian League is
I didn't even know there the top collegiate American
Tallo is a very popular guy. considered one of the fastest was an inline hockey world, players would boost their ofHe is the typical big man on rising and most competitive - but apparently there is, and fense_ •
campus-blonde hair blue pro inline hockey leagues in - Tallo shocked everybody in it
Tallo ctnainly seems like
eyes, movie star smile, great the world.
when he chose UM-St. Louis that player after lea~ng UMsense of humor ._. everybody
In that league, there's a over No., 1 Lindenwood.
Sr. Louis in scoring last year,
who knows PJ. Tallo loves to team-Pirati CivitecchiaWith Tallo on the team, with 63 points on 22 goals
- be around him.
that is in desperate need of the Tritons became immedi- and 41 assists in 27 games,
"I like. to have fun, man," a charismatic, leader-type ate national championship while mostly playing a de. Tallo said. "I get along with player who is good at making contenders. UM-SL Louis fenseman position where he
everybody."
plays and scoring goals.
went 24-4 in '07-'08 and ad- was asked to defend the other
After scouting and watch- vanced to the national title team's best offensive player.
That's why it didn't really
surprise Tallo when a stranger ing videos of a number of game, but lost to ·LindenTallo is under strict inapproached him and wanted -American players, .this scOUt wood, which at the time had structions not to discuss the
to shake his hand after play- . believed Tallo was the player won seven straight national moner~ terms of his con- .
ing particularly well in an in- his team was looking for.
titles.
tract but he did say that he
line hockey tournament early
This is not the first time
Tallo was determined to will make a "very nice" salary
last summer.
a major hockey program has change that, and last year this season, and that the team
The stranger; who spoke coveted Tallo's services. He he did when he led UM-St. will give him use of a fully
with a- thick Europeanac- was a highly sought-afrer Louis to a 24-5 record -and a furnished house-which sits
cent, offered Tallo a number player, ranking as one of the victory over Lindenwood in - right- on the Mediterranean
of compliments, then asked best inline hockey pIayers in the finals, giving the Tritons - Sea-for the entire season.
the th-e n-UM-St. Louis phys- . the country when he gradu- their first national champion. "I was JUSt blown aw~y
ieal educarion major if he'd ated from McCluer High ship.
when they offered/' Tallo
be imerested in playing in a School in June 2007:
"That was definitely one said.
pro inline hockey league.
·Borh UM~St.LouiS and of . the most exciting mo"I talked it, over with my
Tallo was caught com- archrival_ Lindenwood Uni- .ments_of my life," Tallo said.
dad, and we decided school
pleiely off guard, but said he versity were hoping Tallo ·
"I've won state -titles and will ~lways be there. This
would love to play in a pro - would enroll at their school junior national titles, but might be a once in a lifetime ~
and join their inline hockey winning with UMSL aqd chance, and I had to rake it."
league.
~

CEDRIC WILLIAMS

VOLLEYBALL GLVC

Overall

0ltU

(W-L)

6-0
Lewis
- 5-0
N. Kentucky
5-1
Indianapolis
4-2
Drury
UM-St. Louis 4-2
4-2
S. Indiana
4-2
Rockhurst
UW-Parkside
3~3
3-3
st. Joseph's
2-3
Bellarmine
2-4
Missouri S&T
1-5
Maryville
1-5
Quincy
0:"6
111. Springfield
0-6
Ky. Wesleyan

16-3
14-5
19-1
12-6
13-7
10-8
10-9
15-6
9-1 J
5-5
6-16
2-11
2-15
6-12
0-15

MODEST MEN, frorn page 10
"Tim Boruff has played unbelievably," Johnny O'Mara,
sophomore, business marketing, said. "He's kept us in a
couple of games."
Boruff, who's started all but one game this season, credits
the entire defense.
"The backs are organized," Boruff said. "We're eliminating the shots on goal."
In the Great Lakes Valley Conference, UM-St. Louis sits
in eighth place out of 15 tearns, bunched in a group that's
vying for third and fourth place. But only eight teams will
qualify for the GLVC Postseason Championship Tournament. The Tritons hope tbey can maintain their position
and make their first postseason appearance since 2006.
"The teams played great so far," Boruff said. "We've
come out strong every g;une."
b'lvlara added, ((1 feel con.fident that we will get into the
conference tournament."
How about we, as part of the community they represent
dn the soccer field, start making some noise for ~em?

SOCCER, from page 10
"I feel more comfortable this year_ My speed is good-and
I did excellent training in the summer," Farrow said when
asked about her success this season .
Farrow was prepared to start off the season in top physical form and her hard work and off-season conditioning
was rewarded with promising results on the field.
• Farrow is optimistic about the team making· a run for
_
the playoffs.
-"Itbink we found our point where we will rurn it
around," she said.
Farrow is second on the team in s~oring with three
goals, and trails only Anne Nesbit, senior~ criminal justice,
who leads the team with four. Nesbit also plays forward
and believes that this team can compete.
-"If we continue to play like we have recently, we have a
major chance to make the GLVC playoffs," Nesbit said. "If
we don't pick it up now, we don't have a chailce. We can't
put it off any longer or else we won't make_it."
The Tritons will host tWo home games -against crosstown rivals at Don Dallas Field this week.
On Wedn~d;y, UM":St. Louis will ~ake on Washington
University in a ' non-conferenc<:; clash at 7:30 p,m. Then
on Friday, the Tritons will host Maryville University in a
GLVC tussle at 5 p.m.
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Women's golfteamsets records, men's team fights winds
~

MARK WEBBER
Staff Writer

Last weekend was bo th
exciting and interesting for
Tritons Golf, as the women's
golf team earned a fo~th
place finish at the U~iversity
of Missouri - St. Louis Midw~st Shootout in Waterloo,

Ill.
The men's golf team
fought strong winds at the
NCAA Division II Preview
in Indiana to finish in 15th
place.
The wo~en's team had a
record-breaking tourname'ht.
The team shot 311 on the
first day and 316 the second
day.
The two-day total stood at
627.

According to Coach James
Earle, both the day~one score
and tourn~ent total were
team records.
"The
team
. played
fantastic[lyJ," Coach Earle
..
said.
"Weare very clo~e to beating the teams that are in the
top lOin ·the nation. This
team is really starting to understand just how good they
are."
The perfo'r mance of the
team was led . by Clara Vila, .
junior, who posted a 147 and
earned an indi.vidual secondplace fini~h.
"Clara Vila was an excellent player last year, but this
year she is playing at a whole
. new level of e¥cellence,"
Coach Earle said.

- "Clara ,started off with
three . straight birdies and
did not waiver the entire .
rourid. Most ,players that
start that. hot get too excited
and ~e _unable to finish under par."
Not Vila, whQ finished
the event ahead! of the defending NCAA champion.
"She is hitting the ball
as solidDy] as anyone in the
country right now," Coach
Earle said.
"Not to mention her shon
game is the best I have ever
seen. Clara has no doubt
made it clear that she is a
contender for any tournament she tees it up in."
Vila, of course, did not do
it all herself. . The rest of the
team played very well.

belleves .
Coach
Earle
Koerner, senior, got
back on track with a strong
tournament and looks to
be rounding into the form
that earned her a NCAA
Regi~nal Selection last year.
"Arnie- is our senior leader
and the pulse of the team ,"
Coach Earle said.
"Ollce she srartS firing on
all cylinders watch out!"
Shweta Galande, freshman, has also played unbelievably well all semester.
.
Coach Earle could not
help but single her out.
"Her swing is a thing of
beauty, and for a freshman
she has control of her game
and course management rhar
most seniors would envy,"
Coach Earle said.

Arnie

"I could nor be more
happy or excited that she has
joined the team this year."
As for the men's tourna..:
ment experience last week,
the Tritons were challenged
with tough opponents at the
NCAA Division II Preview.
. The Tritons fired a first
~ound score of 337 and shot
a score of 327 to cap off rhe
tournament.
Their 15 th-place.Jinish had
to be earned as they fought
through high winds that actually shortened the tournament from 54 holes to 36.
Ryan Penfield, junior, tied
for 32nd place with a 159 to
lead the Tritons individually,
while Tim Cochran, junior,
follo\" red close behind wirh a
160 to.,tie for 38th place.

Next up for the men's'
team is the Illinois-Springfield Invitational on October
4 and 5.
Coach Troy Halterman,
whose position as head coach
was just recently announced,
was not reached for comment.
The women's golf tean1
will be participating in the
UM - St. Louis Triton Invitational on October 5 and 6.
"Nexr week's ev~nt is going to be crazy," Coach Earle'
said.
. "We have 21 teams competing and the field is unbelievably strong. The top
reams in Division II, III and
NAIA will atl be at Gareway
-National. We are looking forward to the challenge."

By ANDY

PHIPPS • STAFF WRITER

On

PARADE PHOTOS BY JENNIFER MEAHAN / THE CURRENT

The Homecoming Parade makes its way through the parking
lot near the MSC lakes on Thursday.
Thursday's rainy weather did not stop the Homecoming Paradefrom going on near the MSC in the parking lot. Beads were
thrown as well as candy to people ~ho attended.
Sarah Brady, staff member for Volunteer Services, gets in the
. spirit at the Homecoming Parade near the MSC lakes on Thursday.

Thursday, the idea that there would be a parade did not
likely: It had been pouring rain and aside from the slips of n<lr,"'r 'IUHL
on tables in the Millennium Student Center, there was little P U i.-flI-I.I'--'support that it might.
An hour later, about 200 students watched as university
ing a few floats followed by pick-up trucks and spOrt utility
decorated with balloons,and poster-board signs passed by.
delivery truck made its way into small circuit.
"Just imagine what Mizzou's is like," Brittany Knox, soph
declared, said.
.
1be judgcs"t:ook their time inspecting each vehicle. 'TIle
backlog in traffic that left flo ats stranded in front of clusters of
With nothing better to do, the floats mercilessly pelted their
with fists full of candy and beads.
As one student was hit, 011"is Carr, PKA candidate for king; "~..~.,,,~~
smile. "That's funny," he exclaimed as the truck hauling him .. h r,""""'-"
parad~ lurched forward, almost causing him to topple over in
top of his fraternity brothers.
Bethany Stafford, candidate for queen, said that running
personally taxing experience.
"It's been fun, it's been a lot more work than I anti .
excited about it," Stafford said.
TI1C 2009 Triton Times Homecoming celebration was a
events deSigned to briilg the communjty of University of
Louis students together through athletic events, service p
course) a dinner and dance at i:he Hyatr-Regem:y downtowil.
. Ticket sales for the dinner and dance were not as great as
had hoped. 'According to Greg Meyer, SGA '\ric~ president, the
been to sell 1,250 tickets, though as of thb night before just
had sold.
"We)re not sure if -it's our marketing or if it is just the'
have seen this past year or so at the schooL" Meyer said.
SGA had' given this their all, beginning preparations for thi
events at th beginning of the summer. "We'r having good h
everybody has a lot of fun," Meyer said. "People don't realize h
dme and effort goes into this." '
"
After dinn er and a brief speech by UM-St. Louis Chancellor 1bomas
George, awa rds were presented. D ·Ita Zeta hut o ur the cath~o c Newman Center and won the title of spirited student organiZ<1.tio 1 on the
UM-St. Louis campus with 392 spirit points. They received a llow up
honor when their own Jan e Harold was cf{)wned 2009 hom co ming
qlieen. Chris Carr) PTK candidate, was crowned king.
\
"It feels great [to win,] I love it, it's totally worth it and I wot ld do it
again in a heartbeat)" said Carr. "With the fraternity, we have t had a
guy do it in a long ti~l,e, so it was' finally good for it to be back 'no Pike,"
he said as one of his fraternity brothers swiped the crown from ~.1S head
and marched off to the bathroom.
.
Following the presentation of the homecoming court, a massive
crowd formed in the middle of the Hyatt's grand bal.. l,r oom j nd the
dance begari. The movement of the mass of bodies in the mid~re of the
room, bouncing to .such for~er top-40 hits as w'ill Smith's 1Getting'
Jiggy With it" and Destiny Child's "Jumpin' Jumpin',".caused FheBoor
to sbake wildly beneath those who were unfortunate enollgh t) still be
s~rin&

,
After the honors were handed out, the dinners consumed and the
pictures taken, the attendees began thinning but. UM:..St. Loui 5 home-.
coming came to a close.
.
"We're just glad that everybody came OUt," said Meyer the I Xt day,

... UMSL Studer
year's Homecomii

Chris (arr, Sl
as king and queel
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DANCE PHOTOS BY MICHELLE KAUFMAN / THE CURRENT

UMSL Students danced the night away after the announcement of the 2009 king and queen. This
yea r's Homecoming-Dance took place a,t the Hyatt Riverfront Hotel, October 4.
Chris Carr, senior, business admistrahon and Jane Herold, junior, nursing, took there first dance
as king and queen on Saturday. This years homecoming,dance took p ~ace at the Hyatt hotel,
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Rate professor, share with world

; '"1. '-:
,'.

~

are going to mea!l the same beir:g thoughtful. That is
thing all over the world. It \vhat drew me to this English
makes you challenge assump- department. W'hen I started
Professional poet, author tions about your world and o going to school here I hadn'r
and adjunct lecturer Col- become more empathic to decided to be a teacher, really.
leen McKee teaches for both other people. \Y/e really have I got a job tutoring here and
the English Department .and more of an international fo- I really loved working with
the Institute of Women and cus in women and: gender students, so I did my gradustudies which I don't think ate assistantship here teachGender Studies.
Her first book, lvIy Hot people realize.
ing and I stuck around. I've
TC: You're a poet luho be n
Little Tomato was published
rking for the English
in 2007 .
has be.ert p ublished se1.1erai d partment in e 2001.
7he Cu rnm.t : What in- times, including in you',.
TC: You teach a variety
spired y ou to get involved book, My Hot Little To-: of subjects such as poetry,
co-editi1lg Are
Feeling 'tIUltO. 'WIJat iT/spires your English literature., writing,
Better Yet? W'cnnetf's E1l - poetry?
and wom en and gender
counters with Health Cnre,
CM: Anyth ing c uld in- studies. Which is your fain Amert'ca?
spire p etry. My Hot Little vorite to teach?
C olleen McKee: It was my Tomato is all abo ut t00d and
CM : It's hard to ay. It
co-editor idea. She origi- the ro tic. I ve written po- kind of depends on rh stunally wanted it to be about ems about friends h mor- dents ou g t. [In] so me
everything [regarding] wom- ous . po ms serious poems, classes you really get a (Troup
en. ane health care. Together formal poems like onners dynamic going on in which
we narrowed it down to be ... but mostly informal stuff. the students are getting along
about the patient's point I feel like poetry should be and working together. Those
of vi w. I had already done like a pleasant and accessible are the best classes. I don't
orne writing on women in conversation between nvo want to play any favorites,
healthcare for [the] w bsite people. It shouldn't feel like but I will say rnl enjoying my
chronicbabe.com which is something high and mighty international students this sefor [women] with chronic and indecipherable, just t\~IO mester.
illnesses, and Bellevue Liter- people communicating in an
TC: What do you hope
. .
,
your students take away
ary review which is all about lOtlmate way.
TC: What made you .from your classes?
healthcare, so I had already
been working with these is- choose UM-St. Louis to . CM: I hope that they besues.
teach?
come more comfonable with
TC: Why do. you think
CM: I gC?t my M .F.A in English, whether it's learnstudents should study wom- creative writing [at UM-St. ing it as a seconsJ. language
Louis] and I was actually ·ac- or getting more comfortable
en and gender studies?
cepted
at schools that were with literature. I hope they
CM: I thInk it helps
women make connections more famous . I decided I feel like it's something that ·
to their own lives more, It liked this place because I belongs to ~em and that it's
helps · us think about femi- liked the writers better than not just a subject they have to
ninity and masculinity and the other schools with fan- get through. I hope they feel
. what it means instead of just cier reputations. I felt like the it's something they caI! enjoy
assuming that things that are writers here had the kind of and make them want to' write
considered feminine or mas- style that is down-to-earth themselves.
culine in your little wond with a sense of humor while

,"

SEQUITA BEAN

Asst. Features Editor
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elaborate on their racings by
posting
comments.
News Editor
Professors also' have the
Ratemyprofessors.com option of addin.g their reis self-proclaimed as "the plies to the comments that
internet's largest listing of students enter.
collegiate professor r~tings.J)
Honors College professor
The website, created in Dan Genh said that he was
19 , is 'a forum where tu- una are students e en used
den rs are able to gi e their the site anymore. Gerth said
p rofessor a "rating. Since he didn't think that \:vas
cr ation. the website bas
here people looked fo~
r ei · d over 10 million information anymore, but
c lIrH~nts b students and that rh used Facebook and
ors. The website has
1ySpace instead.
pr
Gerth reed ed a 4.4 out
also r iv d more than 6.8
milli n stud nt-generated of - rating on Ratemyproraring of 0 er 1 million fessors.com.
Ulvf-St. "Louis srudent
profess ors.
On the site a vi 'tor has 1'v1eredith Kline, junior,
the option to search for a . early childhood education,
spec:ifi: professor b name said that she finds the webor to search by university. si te very helpful and uses it
The website spans over 6000 to help select her teachers
universities ·in the United every semester. However,
States, Canada England, · Kline said that she only
Scotland, and Wales. It al- finds the .ratings credible if
lows students to check out .... there is commentary on the
a particular professor before professor, in addition to the
committing to a semester in ratings.
their class.
"I think it is only helpUniversity of Missouri:.. . ful if there is a legi.timate
St. Louis is included on the amount of commentary 'on
site and has n~Geived ratings a teacher," Kline said. "Othfor 624 protessors as well as erwise you ·are basing your
. the option for students to decision off of what only a
add a professor that is not couple people think of that
. listed. Each professor has a p[(!)fessor."
"scorecard" that displays the
Stephanie
Thompson,
ratings students have given. senior;' international busiThe ~corecard displays the ness arid marketing, said
. professor's average clarity, she has never used Ratemyeasiness, helpfulness, overall professors. com but that she
quality, and for fun, their knows numerous dassmate.s
hotness tota.!. Students can who have selected their pro.~

o

ANNA MARIE CURRAN

fessCH from the ratings and
comments on the website.
Thompson said it "sounds
like a useful site" and that
she will "probably use it in
the future" .
.
Robert Wmningham, senior, anthropology; said that
'the \i ebsite was a "great concept" but that it could also
be easily abused. Although.
the website was creal'ed with
students in mind, it would
be ry easy fo r people \ ho
have not taken a professor s
class to change the professors rating, Winningham
said. For example., the professors could pretend to be
students and rate themselves .
"} [think] (hat people
get .insecure and attempt· to
change things about themselves,". Winningham said.
Iiowev~r, Winningham said
that he did feel that Ratemyprofessors.com attempts
to "balance the equation"
for students and te~chers.
It often feels"like "academia
has [forgotten] who the client '..vas, or, who was paying
for. the education," 'Winningham said:
"The students, like all clients should be getting what
they pay for," Winningham
said, "and many times, professors forget the service
they have promised."
Students and professors
alike can check put the ratings "at http://www.ratemyprofessors. com.
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BRYAN CRAYCRAFT
Staff Writer

PRIZM, a student group
at the Uhiversityof Missouri
- St. Louis, has a tiny office
inside Student Life head.,
quarters at the" Millennium
Student Center.
-The office is a colorful
place where the group has
hU?g several rainb9w flags
representing various elements
of me gay,. lesbian, bisexual
and transgender community.
A few members of PRIZM's
executive board gathered
there recently [0 discuss -the
group and its activities.
PRIZM identifies itself as
a "queer-suaight student al-:Uance." Some people might
wonder why they use ' the
word "queer," which has long
been a derogatory term for

GLBT people. Jon~than Kirner, senior,
psycliology and criminology,
is the president of PRIZM.
He thinks that the word
"queer" is· inclusive, and sim.plifies things, seeing that the
alphabet soup has in some
places grown into GLBTTQQI (gay, lesbian, bise~
al, transgender, uanssexual,
queer, questioning and intersex).
"Ifwe were the gay-suaight
alliance, then that kind of
takes out bisexuals and uansgenders and anything of the
rest of the alphabet that ends
up being attached," Kirner
said, "but queer is an all-encompassing word.'"
Adie Bermea,
senior,
Uberal studies, represents
PRIZM in the Student Government Association. She 'is

definitely onboard with the
group's identity.
"When 1 first staneq here,
I actu.ally didn't join PRIZM
because all I saw was GLBT
... [When] -I heard -more
about 'queer-straight alliance,' I felt like it was more
accepting," Bennett said.
Part of the group's mission
is to gain GLBT equality.
Bennet t~ld a s[Ory indicating
mal members of the group
still face challenges on campus because of their sexual
orientation.
"On Friday, I was in a quiet study lounge and I -found
[some] Chick tracts, the
Christian propaganda publicationS' that are usually very
negative, and I found two
about homosexuality," Bennet said.
"The first one was compar-

iag [the GLBT community"j stereotypes on all sides of
to Nazis."
GLBT issues.
Chick tracts are a sort of .
"1 think it's important to
say that there [are] a lot of
co~ic book, and Bennet related how the one she fbund religious people who are not
presented an illustrated s[Ory discri~atory I think that
about gays at a pride parade homophobia crosses bound-committing hate
crimes aries," Nigro said.
Fighting
discriminaagainst a person' who was
preaching Christian values.
tion is not die only thing
"So, yeah, I would defi- on PRIZM's dance · card.
nitely say there are still GLBT The group sponsors mimer.issues on campus. We're the ous activities, one of which
forgotten problem, 1 would is their sixth annual Drag
say."
Show, coming up on .Oct.
However, PRIZM is not 8 at 7 p.m. in the Century
looking for .trouble with or- Rooms of the MSC. PRIZM
ganized! religion. Kathleen encourages all students to atButterly · Nigro, Assistant tend, bur the event does carry
Teaching Professor, has been a "mature content" warning.
PRIZM's faculty advisor for
Justin Riddler, graduate
six years-she is also Assis- student, higher education
tant Director at the Institute and administration, is in
for Women's and Gender charge of community liaison
Studies. Nigro wants to avoid for PRIZM. He spoke orthe

objectives for thegreup's activities.
"We're here more than just
a st~dent organization that
does activities on campus,"
Riddler said.
do
educational
"We
events, we do events that
make you look at Ufe and
think a lime bit differently."
Knowing that a drag show
maybe unsettling to some,
Riddler nonetheless wants
PRIZM to be a positive in- .
fluence on the campus commUlitity.
"It's a culture shock for
some people when they come
and attend that drag show.
It's our responsibility as a
student organization to help
that culture shock be less
traumatizing and more of an
inspirational learning experience."

...... .
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Monday Noon Series
showc·ases dulcimer
to achieve a muted sound
upon striking.
During the hour-long
Last week, ' Bryson Gerard lugged an odd wooden session; Gerard, discussed
uap~id in to a room on the histOry of the hamthe second floor of the le. · mered dulcimer. He said
Penney building. Once he that 9.iffe~ent 'types of dulgot it there, he set it up on cimers have existed allover
a stand and proceeded to the world, from the Mexistrike it with a pair. of what can salterio to the Persian
santur.
looked like s.lorred spoons.
"Even if someone has
The "odd wooden trap- '
ezoid" was not a block never seen one, or never
of wood. In fact, it made heard one in their life,
beautiful music. It is a there's something in them
" stringed, percussive in- that tells them 'this IS what
strument called the ham- you're from-this is {sic]
mered dulcimer. Gerard is what it is to be human,'"
a local musician who can Gerard said.. "It's such a
play many different instru- heavenly-sounding inStIUments, . including African ment, and it produces such
and Mid East drums and heavenly tones."
'the Greek bouzouki. Many
In between explaining
afternoons, Gerard can be the histOry and different
found playing in the Del- uses of the hammered dulcimer around me world,
mar Loop.
"T think there's a unique Gerard played songs, both
resonance in the way it vi- of his own original com posbrates and the way it iliects ing and those ' composed by
the human brall," Gerard others.
said. "I don't think it's like
The Monday Noon Seanything else."
ries is a "free cultural series
"The Hammered Dul.- [thar] presents interdiscicimer Revealed," Gerard's plinary lectures and perforperformance and history mances by ar.tists, dancers,
lesson, was provided cour- musicians, hiStOrians, fictesy of the Ceilter for the tion writers, soCial and po. Humanities' . "Monday liticil analysts, and cultural
Noon Series." The presenta- leaders," the Center for Hu~
tion took place Sept. 28 at manities' website .at http://
12:15 p.m. in 222J.C. Pen- ums(ce. org/ index. ph p/
ney Conference Center. '
monday-noon-series says .
A close relative. of the
The events are free and
harp, the hammered dulci- open to the public. No
mer is played with a pair of advance registration is rewooden mallets called ham- .. quired and 'light r~fresh
mers, hence the name of the ments are served. '
instrument.
Upcoming
, Monday
It is . played. by strik- Noon Series. talks are listed
ing' the mallets against the on the website. The next
strings. Mallets are usually Monday Noon Series will
double-sided, Gerard ex- be on "Women, Depres-'
plained, with one side being> sion, and Creative Writing."
bare and the ~thercoated It takes place tOday, Oct~
in piano felt or some other 5, at 12: 15 p.m. in 222 J.C.
kind of dampening rri;lterial Penney Conference Center.
~

ANDREW SEAL

Opinions Editor

The Center for International Studies presented a n Chinese Opera Sampler n Last Saturday at the Touhill Performing Arts Center.- It

was a show of dance, song and music selected from the historic repertoire of Chinese Op~ra performed by masters of the operatic
arts.
~

CHRIS STEWART
Asst. Oesgin Editor

The Lee Theater of the
Blanche M. Touhill Performing Arts Cemer is reserved
for more intimate shows. Being smaller and more focused
than the other theaters, it offers incomparable proximity
and warmth.
This
auditorium
was
the venue for last Sa~day
night's Chinese Opera Sampler, the opener in this year's
lineup offered ' by University
of Missouri-St. Louis's Center
for International' Studies' International Performing ' Arts
series.
The word "sampler" has a
connotation less elegant than
the performance itself, but it
was certainly an accurate de. scr,i ption as the show offered
eight pieces.
.
. These eight performances
ranged from flute to violin to
dance performances, .most <::l

' .

whith were solo. The largest .
uoupe was a three-member
dance set. The Chinese Opera
Sampler, like opera itself, was
much more concerned with
potently focused close-range
performaJ?ce than complex
logistics.
The evening made excellent use of this up-close design as the audience was invited into the performances
by a host who introduced
each performer and performance. These introductions'
. were brief Many performances were narrative in nature, though. none cont,ained
vocals or speech, and this narrative aspect was outlined by
the host.
The narrative nature was
particular1y well demon~
stratedin one of the finest
, performances 6f the evening: ·
award-winning dancer Xin
Song's performance of "Return to the Blue Sky," which,
as the host explained, visually

tells the 'story of a wounded ability. The ~ dynamic shifts
eagle trying to regain Hight. . in tempo never seemed gimThe dance avoided possible micky as Cai masterfully kept
mawkish aspects of such a up with the triumphantly bucolic melody.
story by using sim plici ty.
The costume was not overMost pieces were pastothe-tOp, whit~, was vaguely ral in nature"":'-'thousands of
feathered, and had small fab- years old and either from or
ric drapes hanging from the composed based on tradiarms to represent wings. The tional Chinese and Mongomovements understood that lian village songs.
such a performance should
One dance ' detailed the
emphasize man and bird, . or wildly shifting ~ emotions of a
even ,man as bird, rather than thrilled but nostalgic bridejust trying to create the illu-' to-be, the host said, before
sion of a bird.
allowing the dance to speak
•Another stand .. Qut piece . for itself.
was Hongxin Cai's Chinese
Another, ' the opening
flute performance of the piece, was by a famous blind
"Herdsmen's New Song." The composer from a small vilChinese flute differs in sound · lage and described the moon's
from a traditional . western reflection on a small spring.
flute and has tremolo flour- 'The various stories of people,
ishes that give it a near-Gaelic earth . and animals created
sound: Cai'~ performance was a,n alI together. transporting
a virtuoso act among virtuoso evening that ' remipded how
acts and managed to stand universal some' themes, and
out through means ofinten- '. the art used to express them,
siry, consistency and sheer truly are.: .
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What's your favorite movie in theaters?
Let us know!
www.rhecurrenronline.com/messageboard

Capitalism:
A Love Story
Michael Moore
Ov~rture Films, R

In a world where only the
truth is rold, what would you
do if you were the only liar?
If you are Ricky Gervais, you
make yourself insanely rich
and then become the messiah. If you are watching "The
Invention of Lying," you just
groan.
The latest comedy from
the genius Gervais, known for
his creation of "The Office,"
falls a little Rat. The concept
seems simple enough: it is
the srory of a liar in a world
where humanity never acquired the ability to lie.
Unfortunately, the concept is poorly executed.
Instead of a world of truthtalkers, the world of "Lying"
comes off as more a planet
of Tourette's sufferers, more
apt ro inform you that "You
smell, and I hate you," than
they are to tell the truth.
Sure, maybe you do smell
and they do hate you, but
it is never stated or implied
that the human race never
acquired the ability to keep
their traps shut.
Mark Bellison (Gervais) is
your "average Joe" and works
as a script writer. Because fiction is essentially creative lying, movies as we know them
do not exist. Instead, they are
glorified books-on-video, the
books in question being his-

tory textbooks.
It also appears that many
of the major evenrs from
the latter parts of the 20th
cenrury never occurred. For
example, none of the Wo rld
Wars occurred, which begs
the question: If none of .the
latter wars occurred, how
did the earlier ones that are
menrioned in the film? It is a
major plot hole that is never
explained.
Gervais does a terrible job
of portraying Bellison early
in the film. His character receives blow after verbal blow
from his co-workers, who all
hate him-arid Gervais portrays Bellison as actually caring. In a world where lying
does not exist and the truth is
told all the time, one would
think that you would be used
to disparaging comments.
After being fired from his
job, Bellison suddenly gains
the ability to lie. He initially
uses it to his advantage, for
example by paying his rent
and talking women into
sleeping with him. After his
aging and infirmed mother
takes a turn for the worse,
however, he uses his "power" of lying to tell her about
heaven, a concept he makes
up on the spot.
From ther~, the plot begins to spiral downhill. The

majority of the film revolves
around Bellison trying ro
make his longtime crush
Anna ~1cD oo gles Qennifer
Garner) fall in love with him
and see past his shorr, pudgy
exterior and his pug nose, as
well as trying to deal with becoming essentially the crearor
of the world's first religion.
There are a number of hilarious cameos in the film,
including ones from Jason
Bateman., John Hodgman,
Tina Fey, Jonah Hill, and
Phillip Seymour Hoffman,
among others. It is · truly a
prodigious cast that Gervais
has assembled for this flick. It
is a shame that none of them
can save it from itself.·
This is all not to say that
"Lying" is a bad film. It is not.
It has its good moments, and
the dialog. is not all terrible.
Certain parts are laugh-outloud funny. Unfortunately,
all of these parts were nearer
to the end of the film than
the beginning.
If nothing else, watch
"The Invention of Lying"
to see the sheer amount of
star power that Gervais has
brought to bear. It is a treat
to see so many great actors
working together. It is just a
shame that none of them can
make this movie any .funnier.
C -Andrew Seat

In "Capitalism: A Love
Story," Michael Moore takes
on the economic meltdown,
Wall Street bailouts and
even laissez-faire, free-market-style modern capitalism.
I.t is also one of 1Vioore's Funniest films.
This film says what clearly
needs ro be said, but which
has faded since last fall's outrage over the bailouts: The
current economic system is
not working for the majority of American citizens.
Love him or hate rum,
Moore makes films that get
people talking. He did it
with "Sicko" on the American heal thcare system. Documentary filmmakers with
a more serious approach
are often relegated to a few
theaters, like with the littleseen documentary "Maxxed
Out," which predicted the
sub-prime mortgage debacle

a year before it happened.
Moore's bold, humorous
style has earned him wide
film distribution and a
broader audience. While
those who hate !vioore may
not go see his hard-hitting,
funny films, plenty of other
people will.
"Capitalism: A Love Story" is powerful stuff. It has
Moore's usual mix of humor
and make-your-blood-boil
fa-cts. Economic changes in
this country since the widespread prosperity of the ' 50s
and '60s are presented in
colorful graphs and animations. Moore narrates with
dry humor and with his
signature Stunts, a style he
has been perfecting since
'-'Roger and tvfe," his first
film about General I\'lotors
and his hometown of Flint,
Michigan.
In a way, this film builds
on his first film, but takes a
far larger scope. Now a great
economic gap exists between
the rich and everyone else,
but Moore reminds us that

was not always . 50. In the
'60s, one 40-hour-a-week .
salary supported an entire
family, including money for
vacations, school, healthcare
and more. ·W e had broad
middle-class prosperity and
the American Dream. The
richeSt paid income t'axes up
to 90 percent, )ret continued
to be rich, and former Pres iden t D,;yjgh t D. Eisenhower
used the money for a :gover"ament takeover" of the interstate highway system.
Moore does not directly
mention Keynesian economics_, the style of capiralism that manages the economy to benefit the middle
class ramer than the rich,
but he does correcclv nail the
moment things changed: the
elecdon of Ronald Reagan.
Under
Reagan,
we
svvitched to an economic
system dominated by Wall
Street mat favored the rich
over the middle-income
people.

See CAPITALISM, p1:lge 21

Also in Theaters
Fame. The moment the word b6g:an to pread ofa .Qew Fd1J:l mg-vi one hope ~ ereared: .
that omehow it was a. full-lengm. adaptation of me David Bowie ong..and bad -Jlowlng
(0 do with -ilie 1980 film. Alas, it is indeed an "update' Qf the p evious llJ-ovle. as we have
nothing l-eft to say on the matter we will reflect briefly- on whm igirifican-tihmg-rouid
been done fur thewocld With the tens of mmiODS of d@Hars sed tlliBl~ this J;lWl-, ~t:iick.

hare

o . . . IJJe- CU'rre-nts !Jeerer M.o..vie- IllSider..
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Franti and Spearhead still preaching to the choir, choir still loving it
Michael Frami has not
worn shoes, except in legally
required situations like airline flights, in nine years.
Considering the amount of
social justice, humanitarian,
and peace issues that Franti
is involved with, one might
assume that his barefoot status represents a cause. Turns
out, Franti just enjoys it.
The same balance is found
in his music: a blend of reggae, funk, rock, pop, and
what your music textbook
might refer to as "world music."
Opening for Franti and
his group Spearhead was
Trevor Hall, a young Cali-

fornia-based singer also riding the acoustic/reggae/pop
wave. Hall played with just
a drummer and a bassist,
creating a simple entry portal for the audience into the
night's offerings. Youthful
and improbably appealing,
Hall sang joyful songs about
falling in love and breaking
the bonds of difference in
the world.
Many songs by Franti
and Trevor Hall deal with
humanitarian issues. In fact,
considering how unendingly upbeat the music and
atmosphere o f the night was,
there were more references
to war than 111 a drunken

conversation between Julius
Caesar and Michael Moore.
Franti and Spearhead are
a little more world-weary,
having been around long
enough to write songs that
look back at bittersweet
street scenes of past generations. But no matter how
much he's seen, Franti never
sees things as too bleak to be
reached by music, love and
family.
<'Music is bigger than
black or white, gay or
straight, Christian, 1v1uslim,
or Jew," Franti, taking the
stage after Hall finished ,
said.
The music was rhythm-

heavy, with hand drums as
well as a set, and keyboards
riding the off-beat. Franti
talks, sings, and raps, moving from one to the other
seamlessly throughout his
songs.
The overall atmosphere
of the evening bordered on
religious, with constant references to the divine ability
of music, nature and love.
Hall leaped out to crowd
surf at the end of his performance. Audience members
were told to put their arms
.around their neighbors,
to share love, and to hold
hands. Young children in the
crowd were brought on stage

(yes, there were at least. eight
kids, eight more than I have
ever seen at a Pageant show
before).
"We have a song in the top
40 now for the first time!"
Franti said, towards the end
of the show, referring to "Say
Hey (I Love.You)" which has
indeed charted well.
"We've never had a song
III the top 40,000 before "
he said.
Afterward a fellow audience member confided
that she thought this was
because Michael Franti and
Spearhead's current hit "isn't
about anything except love."
A -Chris Stewart
J

This Is Energy's EP falls very, very s ort
This is Energy is a band made
up of Adam Gardner (vocals and
guitar), Bri tton Cam pbell (d rums),
C harlie Springhart (bass guitar ,
and Da 'e Beezy (gui tar). The band
is originally fr m St. L uis, and say
on their M , pace page that th .
were influ nc d by Sting and have "a
unique sound that fuses the modern
styling of Third Eye Blind and Dashboard Confessional."
lhis is Energy has played on numerous nationv,:ide tours, such as
Warped Tours '05 and '04, as well as
multiple shows around the St. Louis
region.
The firs~ song on their EP, "Forevermore," is, in a word, generic. The
bland lyrics of the song are uncre-

- bad-it's-painfullyrative ("I'm ready ro standiI'm ready p rson l S tn t
to fall/I m ready to risk it all' ) and i . and dire instrumentation.
repetitive. 111 1· t min ut and a half
By the clUrd and last song, "Comeof (he ong sO lillds like someone put back," it begins to
orne a legitihe song on 1 p and, unfortunately
cion to ask if the band took
fo rgOt to ta e it off. M.edio- r - - -__.:--~_ one ong and s\vitched out
ere lyrics combine with mea few words to call it three
di ocre instrumentation to
separate songs. ' Comecreate a less than mediocre
back" carries on with the
pattern set forth in the first
effect.
The next song, "Runcouple songs: whining on
ning Back To You," is, sadly,
This is Energy like a lovesick teenager and
more of the same old, same
How It B·
everyegms ... "over-dramatizing
old, but many people will
thing.
never hear the second song because
Overall, this EP is not recomthey will most likely rip the album mended. Obviously, every band has
out of the stereo before the end of the appeal to someone, but few people
first. Truth be told, the second song would listen to more than 30 seconds
does not have a lot to offer, unless a of these sugary, sticky lyrics and sus/I

tenance-Iacking songs. This is Energy
may fare better if they write about
something real, with passion, instead
of trying to squeeze Out another version of the generic. lUlcrearive, boring song that has been heard a million times. When someone listens
to a new album, it should not feel
like something he or she has heard a
thousand times before. It should be
something new and ex:citing, a goal
that This is Energy did not reach, at
least with this EP.
To be fair, it is obvious from the
EP that the band members are all
talented, and may gain popularity
with a younger demographic: again,
lovesick teenagers. F -Anna Marie
Curran

iTUNES "FOP 20
DOWNLOADED ·
SONGS

01 Party in the

USA
Party in the u'S.A.
Miley Cyrus
02 ·Whatcha Say
Whatcha Say [Single]

Jason Derulo
03 Fireflies
Ocean Eyes
Owl City
04 Down
Down [Single)
Jay Sean
05 I Gotta Feeling
The E.N.D

The Black-Eyed Peas

06 Paparazzia
The Fame
Lady GaGa
07 Run This Town
Run This Town
Jay Z

08 Somebody to Love
Somebody to Love
Glee Cast

09 Empire State of
Mind
The Blueprint
Jay Z

10 Obsessed
Memoirs...
Mariah Carey
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CAPITALISM, from page 19
.We exported our manufacturing base and changed
to a "service economy,"
which, we belatedly learned,
did not mean well-paid of- fice work but instead working at Wal-Mart.
There is plenty to be outraged about, yet Moore constandy gets us to laugh with
pointed verbal ja~s and his
own average working-stiff
persona.
After suckering the taxpayers into bailirrg them .
out, \Vall Street 'set out to
gi e themsel ' , big b rr uses.

Moore goes to those compa- leged class of wealth. Typinies with an armored truck - caliy, Moore uses personal
and money bags to ask them stories to illustrate points,
to give the money back. In including a visit with his
another stunt, he wraps the own father to the site of his
New York Stock Exchapge old factory, now a rubblein yellow crime-scene rape.
strewn lot.
Moore also calls out those
UltiPlately, people will ,
who. attack public works, re- . like or dislike this film based
vealing them for what they 'on how much they like
are: anti-democratic. He Moore's typical style. But
outlines the effects of de- Moore is right on the mark
cades of greed and deregu- _ fora lot of "C apitalism: A
lation, arrd exposes a secret Love StOry," and it should
corporate memo to establish be a wakeup call if we wi h
our country as a plutocracy, to preserv
ill democracy
a soci ry ru led by a privi- A - Cate M arquis

t:he [urrent

i nor the "
hanced nigh- immortal kIst r
hi f but r: rher a h
pr tagonist, the Rookie.
ODST tak ,_ place btwee.n Halo 2 an .~ . The C ovenant ha""e fo und. E.a.n:h and
are attacking th city of w
Mbmbasa. Th R kie is an
Orbital Drop Shock Trooper
. assigned to a new unit. During a drop, a botched landing
causes the Rookie to black
out and become separated

mpan i In Ji . ~
.- ni..~in .. irdighl." J. n .....
co-ope.rni e
multi-pta} r
-rna
that ipyolvc:s a group
pI . 'ef: taking on variou.s
wave " of randomized enemi 5
and eeing how lona Th~ can
last against the onslaught.
:'Halo 3: 00 r~ is not
a Hal game as \ kno it.
But \vi th its rad icall different' ways of torytelling d a
darker, m ore vulnerable cast
of chara<;:ters, it may just be
the best and most memorable
H,alo game yet. A+ -Andreu)

.r

vent , mal9.ng rh na.rratiYe
m ore uru ue.
Indeed, the Roo}cie and hi
ODST buddle
unique in.
that they are human. L1 p revious. Halo tides the cy borg
.l\:1aster . Ch.ief could shrug
off a grenade explosion and
keep going. Humans are a bit
more fragile, however, and

Seal
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Chicago plays second city to R·o
It seems as though more
. It is imponant that a Games in 2007 and with the'
South American country has World Cup coming to them
people than usual were
ticipating·this week's decision finally pur together ' a viable in 2014-it is a prime time for
by the International Olympi~ package ro get the games ro Rio ro succeed on the world.
Committee as to which City their continent. TIlls leaves stage.
Crime is one of the issues
Will be named venue of the Africa as the only continent
'to
not
have
been
awarded
the
2016 Olympic games. Obvithat comes up the most when
ously they were nor swayed Olympic games. And with discussing why the games
by the double whammy of , Libya often considered the were not ~warded to Chihaving President Obama and only "first world" country cago. But evidently the crime
Oprah corping LO them to the~e, they are, sadly, far from rate was not of concern with
stump for their home city of achieving this goal anytime the lOC with Rio having noChicago.
. soon.'
roriously high levels of crime.
Brazil, on the other hand, It is also of concern that a lot '
America's second city received the least amount of is among the ten largest econ- ' of this crime is concentrated ·
votes our of any of the four omies in the world right now against tourists. One hopes
, cities in the first round of and the only one of those not thar Rio will use the opporvoting. ' That left the other to have yet hosted an Olym- tunity of hosting the games '
early front-runner Rio de Ja- pic event. Furthermore, they to implement more efficient
neiro to outlast the wild cards are projected to be among the ways to prevent crime for the
Madrid and T~kyo. Chicago's rop five economies by 2016. long haul and not JUSt for
embarrassing loss will be Rio's So having the world spend the duration and the ,games
monumental gain and they two weeks watching the best themselves.
will have plenty of people to this country has ro offer will
Chicago itself might not
share that gain with.
do much ro quiet the skeptics even be at fault for not landIn seven years the world's that siill refer to Brazil as a ing the games. The past few
focus will be on Rio and developing country. Having years have seen a lot of turnILLUSTRATION BY ZACHARY JAMES KRAFT South America as a whole.
hosted the Pan-American over in the leadership in

ar:-

the United States Olympic
Commi((~e. L~t year ~arry
Probst, the chairman of the
video-game " company Elecrronic AI:ts, was named as the
chairman ofD.S.O.C. .
Probst's lack of experience
in the international world of
spons could have led other
counrries' Olympic committees ro make up ground in
the voting process.
Chicago would have no
doubt been an amazing place
ro host and watch the Olympic games. Bur Rio will use
it more to springboard itself
into the realms of major in.;
ternarional cities such as New
York, London and Tokyo.
And with the massiye worldwide television audience that
comes with the games, Rio,
and Brazil in rum, will use
the opportunity ro prove itself as the progressive world
player that it truly believes
itself to be.

A call to service: lessons learned through involuntary volunteering
Friday morning, some of
us at ?he Cu;"'ent met' in our
office ar 7:45 a.m . to eat
bagels and pick up trash.
Although our office' could
have used the fall cleaning, the reason we gathered
was actually to clean up the
University of Missouri-St.
Louis campus.
No, we did not do this
out of the goodness of our
-hearts. Admittedly, it was
because our , budget was
frozen and we needed two
hours of community service to help it thaw. Neverthelc~ss, it got us thinking
about the benefits of volunreering.
That morning) not only
did we beautify our campus, we also added hours to
our day by getting up early,
we got more exercise walking than many of us prob-

ably ' had in weeks (which a requirement before grad- dog. Have an autistic famstarted our metabolism uating?
ily member or friend?
motors rumbling hours
We would wager you acAutism Walk-Sr. Louis
ahead of schedule), and we tually got something out of desperately needs volunbonded over crushed soda: that experience. Why not teers to help set up their
cans, soggy cig~ette butts, implement the same gradu- event this Saturday mornand even a crumpled old is- arion requirement ar UM- ing (October 10).
sue of The Current. Surpris- St. Louis?
Of course, just publishingly, ~e actually had fun.
If UM-Sr. Louis stu- ing this opinion does not
And isn'r that a ' heart- dents were required to vol- mean UM-St. Lollis is acwarming thought?·
.
unteer, they would not have tually going to change its
The mere act of picking ·to take the dirty jobs like graduation requirements.
l!P trash for two hours can ?he Current did .Calthough,
Bur so what? Required
acrually benefit more p_eo- don't knock ir 'til you try volunteer work is an oxypIe than just the passersby it because using that trash moron.
So' instead of Watching
who wrinkle their noses at ' picker appararus is similar
'reruns of America's Next
empty condom wrappers to having a bionic arm).
on the sidewalk.
Students could volunteer Top Model this weekend,
Imagine, then, what ' somewher~ that offers per- take a couple of hours to
volunteer.
community service could ' sonal fulfillment.
offer to every singfe student
Love animals? Check out
Then once you get horne
at Ul\1:-St.· Louis. Remem- http://.wWw.supportdogs. and have actually earned
ber. way back when you org for information on be- the right to relax,' don'r forwere in high school and coming a trained volunteer get to tweet abour your exyou prob,ably had to put in to assist St. Louis cancer pa- perience so everyone knows
s.ome community service as tients with help from your how awesome you are!
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Disney/Marvel team up ownership·
Gookin with Glenn Beck
-

A few weeks ago, the Walt
Disney Company announced
plans to purchase Marvel Entertainment for around $4
billion. -Both companies are
anXious to get started on a
·s tring of ne:w projects that
will shake the co-mic book
industry to the core: These
projects are only made possible by the coI?bined might
of "The House of Ideas" and
"The 'House of Mouse." Oh
no, the world is going to end.
The first sign is that Spidemum Loves Mary jane, A
Tween Sitco~ will be raking over Hannah Jvfo17tana~f
timeslot on the Disney
channel. The little kid from
Ihe Sixth Sense is excited to
inherit Spidey s
mouthy but sociall responsible
character. "Spiderman is a superhero
with
these
spider
senses.
Thev're
pretty
coo!,"
he sa!d. Lindsay Lohan has
agreed to sober
up for the parr
oDviary Jane.
Wolverine is
expressing a desire to play Snow
Whire in Disney
on Ice. Disney
president
and
CEO
Robert
Iger is running
with the idea. "Maybe we'll
be seeing a full-on comic
hero drag sho~ in Eng- land one of these days," he
has been quoted as saYing.
The Hulk, Punisher, Cable
and Galactus, DevoUrer of
Worlds, have ~ince been
contacted to become various
mermaids and prinCesses.
Tho ugh the ' rest have
shown interest in . d<;>nning
"Fancy l':J'ancy" jewelry, the
Punisher was not convinced;
''I'm content to just hang out

.

ar Disney ~orld and scare
the crap out of chu1ren," h~
said. Realizing that he. disappointed a lot of fans in declining Pocahontas's moccasins-the sho~ he was born
to bloody-the Punisher
promised to be "fantastically
awesome at giving kids on
their way to Cinderella: Castle the worst nightmares."
A 'precursor to this , catastrophic -development occurred when , Walt Disney
Company acquired Pixar
Animation Studios in 2006.
Marvel-devotees' worries
about the Disney takeover
are wlderstandable considering the results of Disney's'
acquisition of Pixar, Since

Oni Press have decided to
simply quit. "We cannot
keep up with mega-corporations. When Marvel and, bc
decide to stop being bullies
and st.art sharing, maybe we'll
make comic books again,"
1v1ike
Richardson , Dark
Horse Comics, founder,
Any
said.
connois seurs
and
liege Students with
existenrial
crises
are
disappointed that their
hopes
for
additional
gems
like
Madman
ind
Hell
Soy
have
been dashed
by
the
merger.
A specILLUSTRATION BY PHIL F~EEMAN
tacular sight
2006, sublimin~ messages occurred at Disney World the
have been famously seen dur- night of the announcement.
ing Pixar's Wall-E and Up Mickey Mouse appeared in
when the DVDs are played front of his adoring fans,
backwards, and generally riding the ghost of Bambi's
consisr of Mickey Mouse mother. With a man.iacal
dancing on a steamboat a.:nd laugh he told everyone preswhistling something .about ent, "Disney will make you
"world domination." These buy comic books." He then
"Mickey Messages" will no tossed a pinch of fairy dust
doubt begin to appear in film onto his sreed and flew int<>
adaptations of Marvel ~m the moonlight, presumably
. toward Never-Never Land.
ics.
Joe Scha.ffner is a staff writlndie competitors like
Dark Horse Comics and er for The Current.

I lost my cool with Glenn · asked for Americans to ~ise
Beck when I saw him boil a up against irs government
live frog on televisi~n. He and called President Obama
was' attempting to make a racist.
Beck's
' antics
have
some kind of starement
about President · Obarna's brought him the recognipolicies based on me old tion that comes to any perwife's tale; that if you throw son who acts like a complete
a frog mto a pot o(boiling lunatic on television, and
~arer it will jwnp out.
at a COSt to his career. Even
To illusuate this, Beck before the faux frog boiling,
had a por of boiling wa- his show was loosing adverter and some live frogs. He risers protesting his antics.
pretended to grab one and
The key thing to remem- putting on programs that
with a crazed expression on ber 'about President Obarna turn heads the sam~ way
his face bellowed ' into the isn't that he is black, but a homeless, schizophrenic
camera:
that he is the first Demo- man fondling and talking
"Because of the sheer size craric President rhis country to himself on a street corner
of the bills [Obama] has has had in a decade- for that will. He represents what is
vile about our media ~ulrure
proposed and the number maner.
This is the same reac- and what is cheap about our
of rhe bills, the urgency the
he has been placing on the tion Bill Clinton received politics.
I cringe v,'hen considerbills- he has forced us (0 in 1992 when he became
the first lib ral elected since ing what twisted science
think and get involved."
~ hay b en to ed quick]imm '
arter. The shift experiment Glenn Beck
ly into boiling \vater. And in polirics. from a decade will try next to grab our atd on't fi rge t! D on't forget of conserva[ive rule gave tention . \ViH he dissect a
what · happens when you Rush Limbaugh and others fetal pig in order to explain
the ·stage needed to begin healthcare? Will he play
throw them in!"
He acted as fhough he spouting [heir reactionary Russian roulette in an attempt to explain the probthrew a frog into the por. responses .
With Beck. the reaction ability of another terrorist
When the imaginary frog
didn't jump back out, he may seem more extreme- attack on the .United States?
I hope it is the larrer, and
stared for a moment into but we live in a different
the pot and moved on. Ap- time. To day's media de- I hate to say this about anyproaching the camera, he mands red meat. Personali- one, but I hope he looses, , .
Andy Phipps is a staffwritblustered on abOut· how ties like Beck are more than
there are no Democrats or happy to give it to them by er for The Current.
Republicans, only the vague
concept of "us".
, Glenn Beck \=ould once
be found ranting at three
A.M. on Headline News.
Today he can be found in a
primetime slot on Fox News
ranting . to millions; and
Beck has been oppormnistic
in using his new timeslot.
Aside from prerending ( .0
kill animals on live TV he
has illustrated the crumbling
. economy by playing with a
Jenga tower ·with the words,
problem, solution, taxpayers and children scribbled
on its side in sharpie: He
has cried with the dramatics
ILLUSTRATION BY ZACHARY JAMES KRAFT
of a 16-year-old about 9/11,

-,
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Lafsse t~enext Botox, Grow.·your own lashespi s asty side. effects
I

In die p~lCui(of beauty,
people have don so me pretty
. odd things. n the one hand.
there are simple thing' lil'e

pear mo re beautiful -that in
and of itself is not necessarily
a bad thing .
H wever, there is sud

for injuring yourself is prerry
high.
JUSt 10 case you do not
thi nk the pursuit of beauty

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY ALLERGAN ,I NC.

age-defying I ti ns and avo- cad facemasks. On (he other, there are things like kin
bleaching and neur toxin
like Botul inum, more com monly known
Borax.
These days, it.. seems like
[he world i ub1\essed with s f
image . People are co n rinu.aH~
looking for neweTand hetter
\.vays to make thems ·Ivcs ap-

as

a thi ng as taki ng it toO far.
P r onally, m y cl ue would
have been the ere-ation of a
n u r to in injection that
wrinkles. Sure
it
. ras
might smooth out YOllf face,
hur roo much Borulinum can
G1USt:: re pirarory failure and
r;he dearh. It i kinJ of like
lsing a grenade to kill a fly:
it will \\ ork, bur the pmcl1li.ll

has tJ0ne too far Bimatop ro (
i here to reas ure . ou:
Bimatoprost? Perhaps you
ha e head of it by it product name: L3ti ' . Latisse i
ncv.-' F od and Drug Admin istr.ltion-approyec! prescription L smeric drug. When
appliL·d to the kin around
rhe 'yela h", it stimular
rhe gru~',rh of thkker, darker

eyelashes.
It was originally intended
to help eyelash h, potri~ho
sis ·ufl-erers. Hypotrichosis is
basically a fancy name for abnormal halr grow th. Latisse
was proved on a pr cripti n-only basis to help treat
eyelash hypotrichosis.
H owever, j.ust as Botox
began life as a way to treat
crossed eyes and uncontrol- '
lable bLiu_k i ng, and ended up
as one of the most popular
cosmetic. opera tions Latisse
i' being used for cosmetic
reasons a ell.
Grow your own lashes!"
p roclaims a Larisse ad in the
latest issue of People m agazine. '<Not enough lashes?
GROW them!" gn.
As a male, I can honestly
say I have never been afraid
that I have too much or
no t enough ey lashe . Then
again. I am obviously ~ot
th e target audien e. Lad se i'
trying to appeal to the Bo tox
fO" d (lucky thing, roo- th
Allergan
om any . makes
b th Bro. anJ Lari e) .
In fa r, even the FDA its~lf has noticed wh Allergan

is crying to market their drug
to. In a September 10 "untj ded letter to Allergan, the
FDA C'dutioned the company
against promoting the drug
like a cosmetic. The letter can
be found on \vww.fda.gov.
Perhaps the FDA should
be doing more than cautioning Allergan. The company
needs (0 qe more upfront
about the negative side effects
of Latisse.
.
Botox: has caused 28
d aths between 1989 and
_003 , according to a repon
on the ational Center for
Biotechnology Information's
web sit~, hrtp: //v.'Ww.ncbi.
nIm. nih.g OY.
While Latisse most likely
will not kill you) it does
haye some pretty nasty and
odd side effects. 'Ihey are a
bit hard to track. down on
the drug's web site, but here
they ar. - and th y read like
a ) (- t -w rst case scenario

Ii ·t.
TIl e use of Lui se nay
ca
po ib[Pl _
iffer nc in ey lash length
thi len
fuIin, pigmentation, n ltm.be.r of eyelash

hCljrs n as well as "may cause
darkening of the eyelid skin
which may be reversible." h-1y
personal favorite: "thy also
cause increased brown pigmentation o(the colored part
of the eye which is . likely to
be permanent."
Ouch. Do you really want
(0
risk changing the color
of , our eyes just for longer
e 'd ashes? Keep . in mind
that this is no't a permanent
solution-once you stop applying Lads e. ur eyelashes
will r turn to thei r natural
length and qua.nti _ in a matr of d ) or ~
ks.
y. ill" iri es h w er, vi II
not.
Andreu, Sea! i' r1 stafflvrita
flrThe Curr 11[.

\.

Media neglect: veterans often have troub e re~adapting
It has be n more than LX
years si-nce CNN was the first
(0 tell me [hat I was o-ettinodeployed to Iraq.
Days late r, as we were
packing and loading up supplies we were ordered to top
what we were doing so. that
we could be briefed on speaking to the media. We were tC?ld to tell any
journaJist that confronted us
that "we aJ;e happy to be serviQ-g our country" and "I am
ready and proud to be part of
my mission."
IE they inquired about our
mission, we had to say "I can't
omment." The funny thing
was, of course, we couldn't
comment if we wanted to.
We didn't know 'what O~l[
mission was until we were
already in Kuwait. After that,

[he media was (0 be held off enrertainn enr relevi ion.
limits from us .
~'ar coverage seems ro
I was a kid . bur I remem- be' mo rly ba_'i ed on Unire
ber th e Gulf \Var \ ell as it Stat
mil itary d minance
was d is played o n t levi i n . so that American can fed
Oh, realicy TV as a suckli.ng!
proud and strong but mainly
Thankfully,
I
m iss d so th at the can feel safe.
"Shock and A\iV , ) since I vas
Another angle j urnalists
in Iraq.
often go after is the families
Because I believed it was at horne who suffer, .,frightimportant for journalists to ened and broken.
reveal the truth about war I
Wbile these kinds of stonever quite understood why ries hold merit of their own,
the journalists were kept does either of these tell the
away from us until I heard story of the soldier?' -Is this
about how Geraldo Rivera . because we already have solrevealed sensitive operational diers pegged?
details on a live broddcast for
I don't think so.
In · movies, the military
Fox News. It is amazing he
still has a positive reputation is often portrayed as having
at all any~ore . .
cardboard cut-out personaliTh re is nothing (00 re- ties.
vealing about the insight of
\X7hile soldiers are taught
soldiers when \-vatching ·war- t-o appear this way publicly,

[hey d serve mo re recognition of who they are.
1 d ated a girl after I f tur ned home From Iraq. h
told me I ne ~ded t watch th
film Fahr nheit 911l.
I had liked Michael
M re's Bowling for C @lumbine, so I was all for it.
I could not believe what
I sa"". The soldiers were portrayea as brainwashed> adrenaline-pumped killer m eatheads who flooded the streets
of Baghdad with sappy tears
upon the first confrontation
of combat.
-1he .Ina e made 0 er
$200 million w rldwide. . I
wanted co puke.
- It comes as no surprise to
me that when soldiers return
home they feel like outcasts.
They" feel ilS though rio one ,

u nder ' cis h t ~e; h.l e
been through d ill
cre 111
their memori a nd ernoci'OIlS
d ep own so that the. rna
dapr.
o
art r how happy
they wer to get out of the
militaJ:"Y, they ~anIlot help bm
weigh earnintJ an education,
getting a job or reenlisting.
The military keeps YQU
afloat because so many others _
Mark Webber
are going through the' Same
thing you are .
a ~olunteer military, peoWhen you get out and you ple should know what they
am to make a life for your- are getting into when they
self it take ome serious ac- . enlist but how can they?
limatiol1.
What I wu uld like to 'ee
Sure veterans ' from pre- is the media taking more care
vious wars such as Vietnam in not making s9ldiers seem .
had it ·worse. At least .then, so ridiculously one-"dimen- '
soldiers .had the distinction sional. '
of being individuals because
Mark Webber is a staffwritthey had been drafted.
erfor The Cw-rem.
I
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SCIENCE COLUMN

.You can ·watch the stars at
Observatory Open House
The first campus Obser- lowing among local astronovatory Open House of the my buffs. Arrangements can
semester took place Saturday, be made to accommodate'
September 26. On view were larger groups, 30 or more, by
the moon, the planet Jupiter, contacting the observatOry in
the Ring Nebula, the double advance.
. The viewing time is set
star Alberio and Andromeda
Galaxy. Let us take a look for . shortly after dark and
at this popular program and thus varies month by month.
what is coming up for next Viewing ai·ways includes the
month ..
moon and other sky objects
ObservatOry Open House visible at that time frbm
is run by the Physics and our locatio!).. The ObservaAstronomy depanmem of tory Open House is regularly if clearing skies are expected.
University of lvfissouri - St. scheduled for Saturday nights In case of weather issues,
Louis. Actually, it is the as- during the firSt quarrer of me the open house is usually retronomy students at the moon, but although NASA scheduled for the following
university who run this ftee
Sunday night but the Hocline is the best source for
public program.
During most of the
updates.
The next Observatory
month, the observatOry is
used for research by astronOpen House is Saturday,
October 24 at 7 pm. Beomy srudents and faculty.
but once a month, during
sides the first quarter moon,
wa:rmer months, it.is open
celestial objects to view will
to the public for the viewing
be the planets Jtpiter and
Uranus, plus the Ring Nebof celestial objects.
The Richard D. Schwartz
ula, Alberio double star and
Andromeda Galaxy.,
Observatory was once locatMany astronomy buffi
ed on South Campus but is
consider eke double star
now found on top of a hill
Alberio one of the most
next to the Fine ,Arts Buildbeautiful-with a large yeling and the Softball Fields,
low star paired with a small
at Florissant Road and Roseblue-green star-in the
dale Drive, across Florissant
Road from the main part of
PHOTO· COURTESY UM-ST. LOUIS constellation Cygnus. The
- Ring Nebula, in the conNorth -Campus. The observatOry has a 14" Celestron recently rep~rted that its in- stellation Lyra, is also considtelescope and an SBrG ST-8 struments detected water on ered a beautiful deep-space
the moon, you will not be object, a planetary nebula
CCD telesCope.
The program is very popu- able to see that at the open that is the most famous of its
type. Andromeda Gala.xy is a
lar and draws a varying num.- .house.
. The dates, times and sky spiral galaxy that is our near. ber of people, depending on
how nice the weather is. The objects on view are all listed est galaAY"neighbor.
Because the observatory
program 'is run by student on the ObservatOry Open
volunteers, all physics \ and House website at www.wnsl. must be unheated for viewastronomy majors, who are eduf . . physics/astro, or one ing, there are no open houses
read y to .answer questions can call (314) 516-5706. · In scheduled for . the winter
the public may have abom case of douds, there is a Ho- months, but will resume in
the objec;rs on view, Ol" to as- tline to call to see if the open April.
Cllte Aflzrquis is A&E Edi.sist v.rith using the telescopes. . house has been postponed or
The program has a loyal fol- will take place as scheduled, tor for The Current.·

Influe ce or 1m eriarsm?
The more I travel outside
of the states, rhe more I realize that American culture is
sl~wly taking over the world.
The creation of the Internet is closely connected
to the emergence of cultural
imperialism on the \'{Teb.
With its speed and ·efficiency, people allover · the
world can do business; distribute private files, shop,
and download music.
This power of the Internet to be accessed by audiences worldwide enables the
spread of cultural imperialism in a big way.
While technology spreads
the idea of an Americanized
wodd~ American products
are taking over the re.st of
the world.
The ironic thing is that
Americans themselves are
virrually clueless when . it
comes to non-American cultures, and many Americans
cannot imagine the depths
of ill-feeling they evoke.
Of course, this siruation
is not restricted to America;
it is a more general problem in the West as a whole,
where there is .little aware" ness of non-Western arts,
cultures and traditions.
But America seems worse
because it is in a dominant
position to export its culture
and i( is as ignorant of European culrure as it is of any
other.
Don't get- me wrong, I

think cultures that receive
The answer is simple: no!
nothing from other cultures Millions of people have died
run a risk of becoming a throughout history to protect indigenous cultures.
bi~ stagn<!-nt-unique, bur
prone to prejudices and narA single global culture
would be nothing more
row thinking.
I believe it is possible to 'than an artificial culture of
take from others and still materialism.
keep one's identity, but for
My fear is that as· the
this ro happen, limitation world changes and. technolfrom American companies ogy advances, the cultural
must be made" and I will distances ber\veen countries
admit we are not likely to are slowly fading.
It is a b·it of a scary
see this from major corporathought. I think of culturtions .
Fortunately, many vic- al imperialism as a global
tims of American cultural shopping mall.
One can travel from store
im perialism are very aware
of the impact that it has on ' to store (country to country)
and not find one respectable
their culrures.
This has been so true locally made souvenir.
that some countries have
All of the products are
attempted to control Amer- the same and it's all made
ica's cultural influence by re- from the U.S.
. All the stores in this mall
stricting American programming through satellites and buy from the same supplier,
through Internet access.
thus they ali sell the same
Citizens should not have things.
Good or bad, American
to be restricted ·from accessing information to conserve culture can be seen around
the world, from fast food
their culrures.
, There has to be a happy restaurants, American-made
medium.
cars, clothes and anything
Some may argue that else you can think of.
Americans are on the way
When the anl.ount of exto establishing . a global so- ports exceeds the number of
ciety with minimal cultural imports to a country, culturharriers and that this would al imperialism is inevitable.
minimize global conflicts.
With America spreading
However, is it truly its culture around the world,
worth sacrificing countless other cultures are slowly dis.:
indigenous cultures for the appearing.
Soft Seck is Photo Editor
unlikely promise of a world
for The Current. •
without conflict?
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. Classified ads are free 'for st"udents, faculty and staff. Other rates ·vary. To
place an ad, please send your ad (40 words or less), your name, and student
. or employee number to thecurrent@umsl.edu, pr call 516-5316.

BUILDING, from page 2
According tb Chancellor .Thomas George, the project was moved 'up on the priority list
thanks to two UM-St. Louis Alumni.
He pointed out Dr. Anne Ream, a practicing optometrist, and Steve Tilley, the Majority
Floor Leader for the MiS50uri House of Representatives, as being major contributors to the
project being pushed forward.
Though the plan for the new building is underway, the scho'ols may b~ a long way frOID
actual construction. Funds must be raised. in order to implement the plm.
"The raising of funds is still a large task ahead of us.," me Chancellor George srutl. .

Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offe~ classified ads for all your announcements, incluqing legal' announcements, wedding announcements, lost & found items, and
much more. Ca II 314-516-5316 to place your ad today!

2 00 T RA
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Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer clas5rfied ads for all your transportation needs, induding ads selling cars, trucks, vans, campers, boats, trailers, motorcycles and
more. Call 314-516-5316 to place your ad today!
.

FREEZE, from page 2
n a letter released on September 21 Gary Forsee, 'president of the UM System, -reco gnizes
these suuggles but also. points out that "we are nor out of the woods yet." "Fiscal year 2.009,
which ended June 30 was a challenging one," Foresee Wrote. "The dramap QOWIltllfIl iQ the _
economy tOllched everyone ... together we severely cunai~ed eXpeJJ..ses, .r:esultlllg in significant
cost savings."
Yet according to Heithaus, the freeze will continue into the fiscal year of2010. He supported
this by showing that "state revenues for 009 fell 6.9% below expectationS<,. md negative revenue growth of -2 to -4% is projected ~or 2010."

Gradersffu'tors1Wanted
A west county MathematiCs and Reading learning center is hiring part-time graders utors helping
children ages 3 to 15. We offer flexible schedule; fun and rewarding working environment.
Interested candidates please call 636-537-5522 or e-mail: jwchan@chesterfieldkumon.com.
LIFEGUARD

CERTIFIED LIFEGUARDS needed for UMSL' Indoor .Pool: Monday-Thursday 11 :30AM-2:00PM.
$8.00Ihour. Apply in the Campus Rec Office, 203 Ma rk Twain, 516-5326.
Test Proctors Wanted '
Now hiring proctors for occasional TOEFL exams on campus. Earn $50+ per exam for easy work in
a comfortable environment. Experien<:e with international students helpful.
Contact us atstl@els.edu or 314-516-4625 for more details . .
-

..
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Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads fm all your selling
needs, including textbooks, clothes, pets, computers and much more! If you need to sell it, sell
it here! Call 314-516-5316 or e-mail thecurrent@umsl.edu to place your ad today!

500 S ERV ICES
Your (Iassified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for people advertising
services[ including home and ·Iawn care, business'services, roofing, siding, cleaning, tutoring,
, and much more. Call 314-516-5316 or you can e-mail thecurrent@umsl.edu to place your ad
today!

THE 'CURRENT IS EORHUMANS ONLY

Your classified aa here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for people advertising
servi-ces, including home and lawn care, busipess services; roofing, siding, cleaning, tutoring,
and much more. Call 314-516-5316 or you can e-mail thecurrent@umsl.edu to place your ad
today!

70'0
BOWLING ANYONE?

Join Campus Rec's BOWLING DOUBLES league (Wednesdays, 3:30-5:00PM, Sept 16-0ct. 21) at
nearby North Oaks Bowl. Only $2/week for 3 games. 2 people per team. Register in the Rec Office,
203MT, 516-5326.
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for most anything at
all. If yourclassified doesn't fit into the above categories, simply request an ad in the Miscel- .
laneous Section. Some restrictions may apply. Call 314-516-5316 or e-mail thecurrent@umsl.
edu to place your ad today!
'
.
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"f Aries
(March 20 - April 19)

t5 Taurus
(April 20 - May 20) .

II Gemini
(May 21 - June 21)

§ Cancer
(June 22 - July 22)

An idea you've been mulling
If your love Jife has been rocky .
over seems to require immediate lately, don't worry. Things should
action, but look before you leap! straighten out this week.

You're in a good place this
week, financially speaking, so
that shou.ld come as a relief

Don't let your feelings get the
better of you, but' use this time
to break out of a rut

.n. Libra
(Sept. 23 - Oct. 23)

Scorpio
(Oct. 24 - Nov. 22)

m.

Leo
(July 23 - Aug. 23)

61.

Il}l Virgo
(Aug. 24 - Sept._22)

Any unplanned purchases this
week could potentially be pretty
hard on your pocketbook.

If you've been neglecting old
Consider the long term' effects
The more social ybu are, the
friends in favor of new ones,
more problems you'll solve. It's a before coming to any conclusions. Don't act on instinct alone. now's the time to address that.
good time to mix and mingl'e.

X' Sagittarius

"p Capricorn

(Nov. 23 - Dec. 21)

(Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)

Anticipate a little friction from
Take creative risks this week,
. and reap rewards, but don't take certain people, but know that
your friends are on your side.
risks regarding your love life.

~

Aquarius
(Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)

tE Pisces
(Feb. 19 - March 19)

Play your cards right a'nd 'you
stand to gaifl a lot. Don't overreact to a conflict.

Troubles you may have been
having in existing relationships
will start to settle down.

by Paul Maguire

Find the orig:inal meaning of the messa'ge below.
Each letter shown stands for another letter. Break
the code for the letter A, you will have all of the
As in the message, and so on. (Hint: X'= J)

RNF Spp wl QTSUN ISC
ZVFFZN QVUTNBK
The first student, faculty or staff member to bring
the solution (along with who said it) to
The Current's office will receive
a free Current T-shirt!

THE CURRENT'S COMICS A D PUZZLES
SECTIO IS EXPANDING!
• Expanded horoscropes

• More puzzles

Want your comic in The Current? SUmbit your application with asample of you comic at 388 MSC.

• More comics

. .
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"Your weekly ca'iendar of campus events. "What's Current" is a .
free serviCe for student organizations. Deadline for submissions is
5 p.m. the Thursday before publication. Priority is given to student
organizations; first-~ome, first~served. Listings may be edited for
length and style. 'E-maitl event listings to-thecurrent@umsll.edu. No
phone submissions. All listings use 516 prefixes unl~ss noted.

Zimbabwe at the Crossroad Come out and hear Zimbabwe Deputy Ambassador Mr. Gumisai
Gideon Gapare. Deputy Ambassador will speak on: current political and economic situation
in Zimbabwe, issue of Human Rights, Dictatorship versus Democracy. Sponosored by Office of
Student Life, Pan African Association, Amnesty International. Co-Sponsor: All-African People's
Revolutionary Party. Located in the SGA Chamber, from 6:00 PM to 7;00 PM. For (nore information contact MK Stallings at 5; 6-5291.
Women, Depression, and Creative Writing Colleen McKee, co-editor of Are We Feeling Better Yet? Women's Encounters with Health Care in America, and Catherine Rankovic, a contributor to the anthology, speak on women, depression, and writing . Located at 222 ih the 1C
Penney Confer.ence Center, from 12:15 PM to 1:15 .PM. For more information contact Karen
Lucas at 314-516-5699.

40 Yard Dash Test your speed! T-shirts will be awarded to the fastest men's & women's sprintNo advance registration is needed. Open to students, fac[staff & alumni. Located out at
the Mark Twain Rec field, from 1:00 PM to 4:00 PM. For more information contact Campus.
Recreation Office, 203 Mark Twain at 516-5326.
8fS.

COURTESY OF SGT. TOM MCEWEN

Made in l.A. Come watch an Emmy Award winning film. Following the screening there will be
a Q & A with the filmmakers. This event is hosted by: History, !Institute for Women's and Gender
Studies, Amnesty International, Center for Humanjties, Anthropology and languages, Center '
for Character and Citizenship, Judith A. Cochran,' Ph.D., HISLA- Hispanic Latino Association,
and Office of Student Ufe. Located in the SGA Chamber, fl:om 2:30 PM to 5:00 PM. Fur more
information contact MK Stallings at 516-5291.
.
State Farm Mentoring Project A panel of five State Farm executives discusses information
on a number of important topics for career success followed by a reception. Students can also
elect to sign up for a mock or practice interview conducted by State Farm executives. Faculty
gives credit for student participation. Located in the MSC, Century Room A from 3:30 PM to
5:00 PM. For more information contact Malaika Home at 314-516-4749.

U.S. Space and 'Rocket Center Open House Come stop by f.or a piece of pizza and learn
about intemship and counselor and presenter positions with the U.S. Space and Rocket Center!
Join us October 7th in the Career Services Conference Room (278 MSC) from 11 am-1 pm for
FREE PIZZA and more information on this great opportunity! For more information contact
Career Services at 5111.
Free Depression Screening Free screening 2nd Floor of MSC, outside Center for Student
Success. Wed., Oct. 7rd, 5-7pm and Thurs., Oct. 8th, 10am-2pm. University Health, Wellness;
and Counseling Services staff is offering free confidential screenings for depression, bipolar
disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, and post traumatic stress disorder. Immediate feedback
provided. For all members of the UMSL community. Just stop by!. For more information contact
Kate Steer at 516-5711.
Home Soccer Game Home women's soccer game vs Washington University. Join us at the
Don Dallas Soccer Field and root for your Tritons·! Gametime is 7:30 PM to 9:00 PM. FOT more
information, call Rick Gyllenborg at 314~526-7016.

On Sunday September 27, six members of the UM-St Louis Police Department and family participated in a 5K Run in Kirkwood MO. This was the second annual Kirkwood 5K St Michaels Day
Dash and is a fundraiser to benefit the BackStoppers and support all police officers and firefighters. The event had over 700 participants. Pictured from left to right are Kim Contarini and her
husband Sgt. Dan Contarini, Officer Jerry Gentry) Sgt. Tom McEwen, Melissa Whiteman and Lt.
John Schupp.

Thursday, OCTOBER 8
Free Depression Screening Free screening 2nd Floor of' MSC, outside Center for Student
Success. Wed., Oct. 7th, 5-7pm and Thurs., Oct. 8th, 10ani-2pm. University Health, Wellness,
and Counseling Services staff is offering free confidential screenings for depression, bipolar
disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, and post traumatic stres.s disorder. Immediate feedback
provided. For all members of the UMSL community. Just stop by! For more informatIon contact
Kate Steer at 516-5711.
Hispanic Heritage Celebration Gilberto Pinela, of STL TV" Best of STL", will facilitate a panel
discussion by prominent Hispanic leaders of the community on lrCurrent concerns and issues
in the Hispanic community". TopiCS include: Edu€atibn, Business, Community and Print Media
are a few to enlighten the campus community. Located in the JC Penney Conference ' Center,
Summit Lounge, from 11:30 AM to 1:00 PM. For info, contact Linda Sharp at 314-516-6807.

Friday, OCTOBER 9
College of Business Administration Research Seminar S~ries Candace Martinez, Assis- '
tant Professor of International Business SaInt Louis University will discuss "The influence of
pro-social policies and NGOs on foreign direct investment in developing countries." Located in
401 SSB, from 11 :00 AM to 12:'30 PM. For more info contact Chesley Maylee at 314-516-6877.
Home Soccer Game Home women's soccer game vs Maryville University. Join us at the Don
Dallas Soccer Field and root for yO!,Jr Tritons! Gametime is 5:00 PM to 7:00 PM. For more information, call Rick Gyllenborg at 314-526-7016.
Home Volleyball Game Home volleyball match vs Drury University. Join us at the Mark Twain
Gymnasium and root for your Tritons! Gametime is 7:00 PM to 8:30 PM. For more information,
call Rick Gyllenborg at 314-526-7016.
.
-

Read more event listings online at

www.thecurrentonline.com

